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Burkeen Testimony Concludes

Defendant Takes Stand
In Murder Trial Today
Lynn Dale Burkeen tearfully told a
Calloway County Circuit Court jury this
morning that "It hurt me — I didn't
want to kill him," when he took the
stand during his trial in the Jan. 20
shooting death of Loyd Green,51.
Burkeen, 47, of the Shiloh Conummity,finished his testimony shortly before
noon. He was the first defense witness
called in the trial which began around 2
p.m. Monday after a lengthy jury selection. The jury consists of seven men and
five women.
During questioning by his attorney,
Rick Jones, Burkeen testified that he
had gone to Green's home the morning
of Sunday, Jan. 29, and asked Green's
wife, Mary, how he was. Green had
been dismissed Tuesday, Jan. 15, from
the hospital after undergoing surgery.
Burkeen said that Green's wife,
Mary, met him at the door and said,
"Between the drinking and the
medicine, Loyd is going to kill me."
According to Buriteen's testimony, he
then went to J & B Market for groceries
where he saw Doris Jean Boggess, Mrs.
Green's sister. He testified that she asked him what was wrong with Green.
Earlier testimony by Mrs. Boggess
indicated that she and Green had
become involved in a heated discussion
Saturday night. She said she threatened
Green if he hurt her sister. Mrs. Green
called Deputy Sheriffs Johnny
Rickman and Larry Nixon to quell the
family disturbance. According to
testimony, Green followed Mrs. Boggess outside and hit the windshield of
her truck with some sort of instrument
as she was leaving.

Two Injured,
Electricity Lost
_During Storm
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Two persons were injured and 13,000 customers
in south central Kentucky lost their
electricity during a storm which may
have been accompanied by a tornado.
The funnel cloud reportedly touched
down Monday about 1:45 p.m. on
Highway 962 one mile south of Draffenvile, but state police were unable to
confirm it.
One mobile home was destroyed and
two others damaged by the winds.
Treated for injuries were Berbie Collins, 67, and Betty Hinson, 48. Collins'
injuries were described as minor, but
no details were known about Mrs. Hinson's condition.
Lightning accompanying marblesized hail reportedly caused power
outages at 2 p.m. CDT for 10,000 Warren
Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
customers, according to WRECC officials.
Officials said power was restored
after about one-half hour to the homes.
The area of the outage stretched from
Brownsville in Edmonson County to
Auburn in Logan County.
About 3,000 Bowling Green
Municipalities customers were without
electricity during the storm, and power
was restored to 2,000 of those homes
withing an hour, BGMU officials said. A
flagpole draped over a utility line was
reportedly slowing repair efforts.
The WRECC outages were reportedly
caused when lightning struck a key
power station.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy with widely scattered thunderstorms tonight and
Wednesday. Lows tonight in the
low and mid 705. Very hot and
humid Wednesday with highs in
Uiemid and upper 90s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of thunderstorms mainly north on Thursday, otherwise
little or no precipitation expected. Continued hot and humid
with daytime highs from the mid
90s to near 100. Overnight lows
mostly in the 70s.

Burkeen said he then stopped by the
home of Edison Miller, Mrs. Green's
brother, and called Dr. Bailey Binford
at the Murray-Calloway Cpunty
Hospital. He told Dr. Biniord that he
thought Green should be admitted to
the hospital because he was drinking
heavily and he was afraid Green would
harm himself or someone else.
Burkeen said he asked Green's
nephew, Danny Joe Burkeen, who was
at the Miller home, to help him get
Green and take him to the hospital. The
defendant said he then went back to
Green's home and told Green he was
going to take him to the hospital after
Burkeen took his daughter home.
Green told his wife, according to her
earlier testimony,that he was not going
to the hospital and then left home. Mrs.
Green earlier testified that she called
Burkeen's wife and told her Green had
left.
Burkeen said he called Mrs. Green
upon his return home and asked where
Green might be found. He said she told
him that he might be at the home of
Garclie Smith.
The defendant said he then went to
the home Of Oron Burkeen, Green's
brother-in-law,and asked him to go find
Green with him.
When the two arrived at the Smith
home, Burkeen said, Green told
Burkeen he was not going to the
hospital and asked Burkeen to meet
him at the barn at the Murray State
University Biological Station.
Burkeen testified that Green said,
"We've got some things to settle."
The defendant testified he went to the
biological station about 1 p.m. and
waited for Green to arrive. Green got
into the passenger 'tide of Burkeen's
station wagon upon arrival and started
"cussing him out," Burkeen said.
All the time Green was talking, he
sharpened his pocket knife on his shoe,
a common habit of his, Burkeen said.
Green became more and more agitated
as he talked and waved the knife at
Burkeen and said, "I ought to just cut
your throat," Burkeen testified.
Burkeen said he then picked up a
shotgun shell from the console of the
station wagon and said, "Loyd, don't
make me use this on you."
The defendant testified Green calmed
down and talked some more. He then
asked Burkeen if he could see a knife
that was hanging in a sheath on the
dashboard,and Burkeen gave it to him.
Burkeen testified Green turned

around with the expression of a "mad
dog," swiped at him with the knife and
said,"I'm going to kill you."
Burkeen said that he jumped out of
the car, opened the back door, pulled
out his 12-gauge shotgun and shot
Green. "I shot him and I don't even
remember pulling the trigger,"
Burkeen said.
Green was shot behind the left ear
with the exit wound in the right cheek.
Burkeen said he then drove back to
the Green home with the body still in
the passenger seat and told Mrs. Green
that he had just shot her husband.
Following that, local and state officials
came to investigate the death.
Burkeen testified that Green could
not read or write and that he was the only one Green trusted to handle his
VOLUNTEER MEETING — Kathy Hodge, director of public relations at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, adbusiness affairs. At the time of the
dressed a group of around 25 people about serving as hospital volunteers this morning. Hodge said the hospital
shooting, Burkeen said, he had been
will accept volunteers at any time and substitutes also are needed. Areas needing volunteers include business ofassisting Green in filling out his Social
fice, patient mail service, long-term care unit activities, X-ray department, food service, laundry, medical arts tranSecurity forms.
sportation, patient assistance, gift shop and physical therapy transportation. Hospital volunteers usually receive the
Burkeen denied he had told several
month of July off and are given a Christmas dinner. Last year, the hospital had 72 volunteers. Stuart Poston, adother people that he was going to kill
Green. Several prosecution witnesses
ministrator; Lola James, business office manager; Lois Roberts, activity director in the long term care unit; Terry
had testified Burkeen made this stateTatlock, X-ray department head; Jim Middleton,food service supervisor; and Ruth Eversmeyer, gift shop head; also
ment.
spoke to the group. Hodge added that the hospital is in need of contributions of men's and women's magazines.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney
For more information about the volunteer program or to volunteer services, call Hodge at the hospital.
Bill Pinkston called 17 witnesses for
questioning. Among the witnesses were
Mrs. Green, the victim's wife, who
stated that Green had a drinking problem. However,she said she didn't feel
he needed to go to the hospital that Sunday morning — he just needed to quit
drinking.
Mrs. Green also testified that after
Burkeen had returned to her home with
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky million from the education budget,
be taken from the power equalization
public schools face an $18.5 million cut
the body, he put his arms around her,
because state revenues are falling short
program, which is designed to equalize
in state funds, including a two-thirds
cried, and said,"Mary,I killed my best
of expectations.
the level of local tax revenue school
friend."
reduction in state money that was to
"I feel we have come out the best we
districts receive.
Other prosecution witnesses included
make up for elimination of student fees,
could do in the cutbacks," Barber said.
He said that still would leave an inSam Renfrew, Kentucky State Police
the state's top education official said toHe said he had a commitment from
crease in funding for power equalizadetective, and Calloway County Deputy
day.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr to restore scme
tion, but not as great an increase as anSheriff David Balentine, who inof the funds— beginning with those f
ticipated.
Raymond Barber, state superintenvestigated the case; deputy coroner
vocational education and exceptional
Other cuts included $1.2 million from
dent of public instruction, told the KenCarney Andrus; coroner Tommy-- tilay Association of School Adchildren — if the economic picture
the School Building Authority that
Walker; Dr. David Barrett,
changes.
would have been used to meet debt serministrators that local school districts
pathologist; Dick Williams, firearms
Barber said it was his conclusion that
vice on construction bonds for vocawill receive only $5 per student to cover
examiner with the KSP crime labs;
a special session of the general
tional facilities, and about $1 million for
activities formerly funded by student
David Allford, serologist with the KSP
Assembly to address the financial picupkeep of vocational facilities.
fees, instead of the $15 they anticipated.
crime labs; Judy Sweeney, KSP crime
ture woiuld be fruitless.
Other cuts; all less than $600,000,
Barber said that would account for $
lab chemist; Deputy Sheriff Johnny
"We have been advised by many
were in funds for school lunches, out-ofmillion of the reduction, with another $6
Rickman; James B. Darnell and Betty
members of the General Assembly that
district children, testing and public sermillion to be cut from funds for vocaDarnell, friends of both Green and
nobody short of Jesus Christ can get a
vice training.
tional education and education of exBurkeen; Doris Jean Boggess, Mrs.
tax increase through the legislature,"
There were also minor reductions for
ceptional children.
Green's sister; Danny Burkeen,
he said.
rehabilitation, and residential services
Barber said that was the only area in
nephew of Green; Oron Burkeen,
He said his survey indictated that at
for the blind and deaf — both largely
which
the
state
Minimum
Foundation
Green's brother-in-law; Dr. Bailey Binmost, only 40 of the 138 state legislators
funded with federal money.
Program
was
affected
to
a
great
exford; and Franklin Miller, Mrs. Green's
could be persuaded to vote for any inBarber said keeping the cuts to 2.2
tent.
brother.
crease.
percent of the total $855.3 million state
"It is not easy to stand before you and
education budget was the best that
Funds for teachers' salaries, current
advise about cutbacks," Barber said,
could be done considering the bleak
operating expenses and transportation
"but we have to be realists. The nation
financial picture.
that are funneled to the schools through
is in a recession. We have to adjust to
He said he initially was asked by
the program have not been cut, he said.
the environment we live in."
state finance officials to trim $38.5
Barber said another $2.6 million will

Kentucky Public Schools Face
$18.5 Million Cut In State Funds

Dairymen, Inc., Denies
Antitrust Violation Charge
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dairymen,
Inc., the nation's third largest milk
marketing cooperative, has denied a
Federal Trade Commission charge that
it violated antitrust law in its 1978 purchase of Farmbest Foods, Inc.
Dairymen, which has about 6,500
farmer members mainly in the
Southeast, has been aggressively expanding through acquisitions ever since
it was founded in 1968. The FTC listed 37
mergers with dairies and smaller
cooperatives by Dairymen.
The FTC said Monday that the purchase of Farmbest eliminated competition in the processing and sale of fluid
milk between a Dairymen subsidiary
and Farmbest in Birmingham and
Montgomery, Ala.; Columbus, Ga.;
Knoxville, Tenn., and the "tri-city"
area of Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol,
Tenn
In Louisville, Dairymen spokesman
Don Davis denied the allegation and
said the organization's action "was not
anti-competitive and does not violate
the antitrust laws." He quoted Ben F.
Morgan Jr., executive vice president
and general manager of Dairymen,Inc.
as saying "the acquisition of Farmbest
Foods Inc. was made by our board as a

During Commencement Exercises Aug.8

further extention of their family farm
operations and to better serve their
customers."
The FTC also alleged that the acquisition of Farmbest increased already
high levels of concentration in the processing and sale of fluid milk in those
areas. The acquisition might also trigger other dairy mergers and acquisitions, the FTC said.
The FTC, in scheduling hearings
before an administrative law judge
beginning Sept. 22, said it might order
Dairymen to divest Farmbest if the
charges are found to be true. It also
said it might impose a 10-year ban on
acquisitions by Dairymen that have not
been cleared by the FTC.
Dairymen is mainly a distributor and
seller of raw milk while Farmbest is a
processor. The FTC said potential competitors could decide not to enter the
market in the affected areas because
they then could be competing in processing against the cooperative from
which they bought raw milk supplies.
Dairymen bought Farmbest from
Munford, Inc. by paying nearly $6
million in cash and assuming about $13
million in debts.

Degrees To Be Given At MSU
A total of 409 students have filed applications for degrees to be awarded
during the annual summer commencement exercises at Murray State University on Friday, Aug. 8.
Among that number are 172 for
bachelor's degrees, 224 for master's
degrees, 6 for specialist degrees, and 7
for associate degrees. The graduation
program is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
summer graduates will be determined
when school officials have completed a
check of each candidate's credentials to
certify that all graduation requirements have been met.
Candidates for degrees in the summer class represent 21 states and five
foreign countries. Among the Calloway
County candidates are, for bachelor's
degrees,
Lawrence John Brown, Cheryl Jean
Burkeen, Rhonda Orr Burkeen,
Timothy Ford Crowe, Michaelene Ann

Gottfried, Rebecca Suzanne Gould,
DeMyer Shaw, Mohammad Karim
Barbara Jean Griffin, Gina R. Halley,
Siavoshi, Lynn H. Thompson, Mary
Kathleen Lee Higginbotham, Gladys
Louise Tutt, Cyrus Yassai, Mohammad
Marie Jarrett, Samuel Keith Kelley,
Kazem Zarringhalam.
Gholam-Reza-Mesgarzadeh,
Katherine Converse Burton, Peter
Cheryl Lynn Milam, Rose Taulbee
Brian Phelan, and Michael Edward
Nabatchi, Kevin Gene Penick, Patricia
Stewart will receive specialist degrees.
Sue Phillips, Charles Thomas Riley,
Gary W. Page will be presented an
Louise Allen Sickel, Carole A. Simons,
associate degree.
Deryl Duane Smith, Kathleen M. Studdart, Dan G. Thompson, and Vicky Lee
White.
Candidates for master's degrees are:
Gail A. Sutton Bennett, Nancy
In regard to a story in the Thursday
Stewart Blankenship, Roy Michaeje
, and Friday editions of The Murray
Chandler, Carl Edward Chester, Donna
Ledger & Times, local authorities did
Costa Clark, Lyle Michael Fair,
not purchase alcoholic beverages from
Richard Mark Fisher, Marjorie
James R. Tanner as was originally
Jackson Grady, Kathi Jo Hazelwood,
reported to the newspaper.
Saundra Louise Hoover, Heather McA "confidential informant" purchasClure McCormick, Roger Dale Melton,
ed the alcohol, county authorities said
Marilyn Sue Mikulcik, Vanessa Karen
today.
Miller-Welch,
John Francis Orr, Peter Brian
Phelan, Marian M. Posey, Zahra
Ftahetii, Dennis W. Sharp, Sheila

Authorities Not
Purchasers In Incident

Murray Regents To
Hold Meeting Friday

President Makes Own Account Monday Night

Explanation Does Not Close Billy's Case
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Annelated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's extraordinary defense of his
handling of brother Billy's Libyan connection doesn't close the case that has
tocked his presidency and his party in
the final days of his race fin iltimination
to a second term
The president's own account Monday
night to the public and to the Senate
subcommittee investigating the affair
acknowledged that it larnot definitive
or final." Members of the panel in-

dicated they would withhold judgment
until their probe is complete.
And in th0 highly charged atmosphere of an election campaign,
Carter's opponents could hardly be expected tokt the matter rest.
But in his 99-page report and the
hour-long nationally broadcast news
conference that followed, the president
insisted that although he may have
made some mistakes In 'getting information about the case out in the open,
none of his actions In dealing with Billy
and the Libyans was illegal or Improper.

.8
(

The president said — and excerpts
from his personal diary confirm — that
he tried repeatedly, if unsuccessfully,
to dissuade his headstrong brother
from makings return trip to Libya last
.
year.
"I'm not trying to make excuses:'
the older brother said. But "anyone
who knows Billy knows that no one can
push him around."
The president defended using Billy to
get to the Libyan government in the
early days of the Iraniaahodage crtIi
and said the mission W.Irnt Parat

successful in obtaining the support of
'he radical Islamic regime for U.S. efforts to free the American captives. He
conceded, however, that "it may have
been bad judgment" to have "enhanced
Billy's stature in the minds of the Libyans."
In his statement, Carter reiterated:
"I can state categorically that my
brother Billy has had no influence on
my decisions or on any U.S. government policy or action concerning Libya.
I can also state that Billy has never asked me totaka any step that would affect
any of theme actions or policies."

The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet at 10 a.m. Friday,
Aug. 8, in the board suite on the third
floor of Weels Hall.
Items on the agenda include
reorganization of the board, revision of
the 1980-81 university budget, appointment of an interim chairman of the
department of computer studies and a
report from the president.

Change Of Pump
To Close Park Pool
The Murray-Calloway County Park
pool complex will be closed Wednegbay,
Aug.6, in order to change a pool pump.
The pools will reopen at the regular
hour on Thursday, Aug. 7, Wording to
parks director Gary HolunaiT.
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1.tmtil Teachers-

Attend Conference
Held At Richmond

C0M MUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug.5
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
WM1.1 will meet at the home of
Becky Nance at 7:30 p.m.
Board and planning meeting
of Greater Paducah Chapter
of Parents Without Partners
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Luke Green.
Twilight Cabaret will perform at 8:30 p.m. at the old
beach house area of Kentucky
Dam State Park.
Lakeside Singers will perform at 8:30 p.m. in the hotel
large meeting room at
Kenlake State Park.'
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Wednesday, Aug.6
Lakeside Singers will perform at 830 p.m. at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.

Thursday, Aug. 7
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Seven
Seas Restaurant.

Twilight Cabaret will perform at 8:30 p.m. at the old
beach house area of Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.

Junior Golf will be played at
9 a.m at the Murray Country
Club.

Senior Citizen117is/ will be
at the Ci-cance rark from
10 a.m. toz p.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon and
square dancing at 1 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf starting at
8:30 a.m. with Beth Belote as
hostess. •
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m.

Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
Men's Church Softball to meet at 7 p.m.
League will start play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.
Mission Groups of Flint
Murray Band Boosters will Baptist Church are scheduled
meet at 7 p.m. at the band to meet at 7 p.m.
room of the high school.
Thursday, Aug. 7
Twilight Cabaret will perWednesday, Aug.6
Ladies day events at Oaks form at the old beach house
Country Club will include golf area of Kentucky Dam Village
with Marsha Hargrove as State Park at 8:30 p.m'.
hostess and bridge with Mary
Lakeside Singers will perWells as hostess at 9:30 a.m.,
and ladies day luncheon a 12 form at Lake Barkley State
Wildey and Park at 8:30 p.m.
noon with
Linda Ford as chairman.
Ellis Center will be open
Workshop toncerning SIDS
for ac( sudden infant death syn- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Senior
drone I will be held from 9 a.m. tivities by the Murray
at
to 3 p.m. in the Mason Nursing Citizens with lunch served
Building, Murray State 11:30 a.m.
University. No registration
Douglas Center will be open
fee will be required.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activites by the Senior Citizens
with lunch served at 12 noon.
7:20,9:00+ 2.00 Sat.,Sun.
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Energy Conservation was
one of the major focuses of the
Kentucky Association of
Home Kcorkomicis Teachers
Summer Conference, July 2830, at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond.
Among the 600 home
economists from across the
state who heard from experts
in various areas of energy conservation were six from
Calloway County.
During the conference,
teachers contributed to the
development of teaching
strategies which incorporated

Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
North 16th Street.

HOSPITAL NEWS
Adults 146
Nursery 6
7-20NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Harmon, baby boy (Rem),
Rt. 9, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gail A. Poole, Rt. 4,
Box 158, Murray; Mrs.
Carolyn H. Colson and baby
girl, Rt. 8, Box 825, Murray;
Patty Lee Puryear, 1315 Main
Street, Murray; Mrs. Frances
C. Jameson, Rt. 5, Benton;
Mrs. Wilma Robards, 1705
Farmer, Murray.
Jerry W. Maness, Box 83,
Dexter; Edward L. Hendon,
New Concord; James A.
Allbritten, 1524 Canterbury,
Murray; Larry A. England,
915 Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray; Mrs. Kathleen C.
Robbins, Rt. 4, Box 412, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Phyllis Perkins,
Rt. 1, Box 258, Dexter.
Mrs. Rebecca A. Chadwick,
Rt. 1, Box 30, Almo; Mrs. Martha L. Scott, 401 Ash, Murray;
Mrs. Eva 0. Lee, Rt. 1, Box
305, Almo; Orlan Hurt, Rt. 5,
Box 2221, Murray; Mrs. Mary
A. Krill, Rt. 5, Box 279, Benton; Mrs. Alice V. Jwmell, 110
Ash, Murray.
MrS. Gussie W. Adams, 907
Sycamore Street, Murray;
Mrs. Elva Pearl West, 1632
Miller, Murray; Mrs. Alice
Fleming, Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs. Victoria P. Stulga,
Rt. 1, Box 55, Puryear, Tenn.;
Lennis,C. Hale, Rt. 7, Box 112,
Murray.

CAMP CURRIE - A group of 22 fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County spent
the week of ply 31 to Aug. 1 at Camp Currie, one of the three conservation education
camps operMed by the Department of Fish and wildlife Resources. The campers, who
have all participated in the Department's Conservation Education Program in the
schools, spent the week swimming, boating, and fishing and also received instruction
in boating safety, conservation, and safe gun handling.

Writer Speaks Of Auction Sales
By Estelle Spiceland
July 21, 1980
An esteemed but seldom
seen next door neighbor, Mrs.
Locke Montgomery, walked
down one sultry afternoon to
bring me a July Kentucky
Courier-Journal because it
contained a column about a
- Grayson County Paul McClure
from Millerstown, writing a
2 foot long chronicle about
/
121
the McClure lineage to 600 A.
D.
Grandparents are as far as
my memory retains. But in
these dire days of heat and
drought, the article which encouraged me was the
Courier's account of Trimble
County's peach crop, the best
in 20 years. One orchard, the
Bray's, expected to harvest
30,000 bushels of peaches.
Hope our grocery stores get

CRAZY DAM for high
school students is scheduled at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library.
Workshop concerning SIDS
(sudden infant death syndrone) will continue today
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Mason Hall Nursing Building,
Murray State University. No
registration fee will be required.

some of these Kentucky
peaches.
One lesson from the article
was that thinning the peaches,
knocking small green peaches
in May, was important.
The household sale by Frosty Miller at Mrs. Annie Hendon's one recent Saturday proved how hungry modern people are today for nostalgic
remindess of old time
America.
The Hendon's neat little
home, shaded by trees they
had planted, was filled with
yesterday's necessities, now
valued antiques, and bought
by eager collectors torn far
and near.
But always such sales are
sad, symbolizing the closing of
the last chapter of useful lives.
Who lives to remember if
this is the hottest weather in
history.
Once there were no radios or
televisions to tell us about it,
maybe no thermometers.
This is not the driest
weather for in Luke 4:25 we
read: "I tell you of a truth,
many widows were in Israel in
the days of Elias when the
Heavens were shut up three
years and six months."
There is, as always, much
sickness and sorrow. From
our own vicinity Guy Wilson,
Edward Hendon, Mrs. Durwood Edwards, Mrs. Ham,
and many others perhaps are
hospitalized.
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BANKAmERTARO

USE OUR LAYAWAY

MISSES
4)VELOUR TOPS
Long sleeves - acetate &
nylon. V-neck, turtle
neck and the new Pirate
neckline in favorite Fall
colors. S/M/L
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$
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SHERPA VESTS
Natural and camel in
Junior Sizes.

WRANGLER JEANS

Regular
9.50

Junior & Missy Sizes

$8
•

Sherpa Lined reversible
vests.

A

I4

Reg.
17.99

Women's "Ramblers"

Girls'
Girls'

PORT CASUALS

PANTIES

Burgundy Uppers
Crepe Soles
Reg: 16.99

Sizes
4 to 12
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•a generous portion of Country Style fish made
with our own old fashioned Southern style
corn meal breading•fries •2 hush puppies • slaw
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FISH DINNER

LEVI JUNIOR

$
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Thru August 17, 1980

Group B of the Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play Friday, Aug. 8,
at 8:30 a.m, at the club.
Lineups are as follows:
Court No. 1 - Sandy scannon, Marilyn Adkins, SAndy
Coleman,and Pat Seiber.
Court No. 2- Mug Rigsby,
Annie Knight, Janie Ryan,
and Gaye Haverstock.
Court No. 3 - Nancy FanFoster,
drich, Lashlee
Frances Hulse, and Sheila
Grogan.
For a substitute persons
may call Norma Frank.

Reg. 19.99
& 21.99

Folio
receptii
munity

Country Style

A "must" for every Back-toSchool wardrobe. Long-wearing
- fashion styling.

Programs Given By
Singers Of Church
At Local Places .
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DOUBLE
VALUES'

LADIES
JEANS

The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
met on Thrusday, July 17 at
6:30 p.m. for the regular dinner meeting at the Triangle
Inn.
Connie White, chairman of
the July program, introduced
the guest speaker, Dr. Gene
Cook, who spoke on the pro's
and con's of the American
Cancer Society's new recom-
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the Mt
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Tennis Group B To
Play At Country
Club On Friday

Local Doctor Speaker
At B&PW Club Meet

MaIli,
SOO of

energy management into the
various areas of home
economics instruction for high
school and adult students.
These materials will be compiled and distributed to all
home economics teachers for
classroom use in the coming
year. Other sessions of the
conference dealt with communicating with the public
and self-motivation.
An innovation in Kentucky
Home Economics Education
is the competency-based
consumer-homemaking curriculum which will bring
about many changes in the
home
of
organization
economics course offerings in
Kentucky public schools in the
near future.
Attending the conference
from Calloway County were:
Lucy Lilly and Sall Crass from
Murray High School; Bess
Kerlick and Lucy, Ann Forrest
from Calloway County High
School; and Dr. Pauline Waggener, teacher Educator and
Mary Lawson, Itinerant
Teacher Trainer and Supervisor from Murray State
University.

Captain D's.

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T STORE

mendations concerning
regular GYN exams.
Chestnut St •753 3314
Dr. Cook is from London. He
received his pre-med from
Western Kentucky University,
his M. D. from University of
Louisville School of Medicine,
itslaRbo Nigh(R)
his internship and residency
Mane /Meech (1)
from University of Louisville
Romney% Med (R)
affiliated hospitals. Dr. Cook
55.00 A Car loaf
has been elected to Fellowship
M ay 121 S •2234314
in The American College of
and
Obstetricians
Gynecologists, the national
Thurman's School Of Dance
professional organization for
now offering
the medical specialty.
The doctor has been on the
The Poplar Spring Baptist medical staff at Murray'
Gospel singers Calloway County Hospital
Church
Ages 4 Through 1 7
presented special music for since 1976 and practices at 305
September
Storting
the patients at Westview Nurs- South Eight Street, Murray
- Classes Will Includeing home and the Long Term with Dr. Conrad H. Jones and
Care Unit of the Murray Dr. Thomas L. Green.
He and his wife, Martha,
Calloway Hospital and the
6 Basic Ballroom Dances
Disco Dancing
residents at Fern Terrace reside in Murray with their
(Foxtrot - Cho Cho - Waltz
son, Gene. Jr., and daughter,
Lodge for the July meeting.
Children's Dances
Mrs. Louise Short played I.ori.
Rumba - Tango - Swing)
Members attending were
the piano for the singers who
A Minimum
were Ruby Fannin, Lottie Mc- Betty Lou Hill, Kathy Hodge
Recital At End Of Year of Every 9 Weeks
Cuiston, Mildred Thompson, and her guest, Joan Overby;
Murial Wright, Glenda Byer- Ola Mae Roberts, Madelle
ly, the Rev. Ronnie Adams, Talent, Elaine Brown and her
RegistAr Any Time In
Fre41,A clams, Chris Adams, daughter, Barbara Goodwin;
The Month of August
Lorri Adams,Salone Pittman, Karen Kips, Betty Riley,`'
Cloia Campbell, Sue Camp- Evelyn Lockhart, Frances
Phone
bell, Bobbie Cook, Laurene WhitnelL, Betty Boston,Connie
Thurmavls
753-975t
McCuiston, Fronie Hammon White, Euple Ward, Doris
No Answer
Rowland, Tot McDaniel and
and Jim Harnmon.
SCA1001 of
753-5950
The Rev. Adams gave the Bobbie Waters, club presiRd.
MurrarimmoliimemiL
dent
&widen.

9 1jAdwater
...1.

Floyd Elkins' death left a
great vacancy in the hearts of
many,as all deaths do.
We pity people who have to
travel so far in the intenseheat
to visit loved ones.
Wilma Lovhis Gannon's
family drove from Colorado
Springs to Kentucky, then on
to New Jersey to visit the aged
Gannon mother. But time flies
so swiftly, children grow up
without seeing far away
relatives, often in life.
An old post card said:
The present is all thou hast,
The future will soon be present,
And the present will soon be
past."

LERMANS

Calloway FHA
Officers Meet
School Library

Children's Classes

The 138th and 198th Field
Artillery Bris. Association will
hold its annual reunion on
August 8, 9, and 10, 1980 tit the
Robert E. Newman VFW Post
#3636, 4809 Poplar Level Road,
Louisville, Ky.
For further information contact Lynn M. Hague,
Secretary, 3733 Mamaroneck
Road, Louisville, Ky. 40218.

Do% it Concoril V; ay-

Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.

The officers of the Calloway
County Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
July 23 in the school library
with the president, Regina
Walker, presiding. Seven officers and two advisers were
present.
Activities for the chapter
were discussed and planned.
Items of business included
tentative dates for the coming
year, personal programs of
work, and the 1980 fall
regional meeting.
Meetings were held for all
standing committees following the executive council session.
Advisers for the Calloway
chapter are Miss Lucy Ann
Forrest and Mrs. Bess
Kerlick.

Reunion Planned,
Artillery Group
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Kathy J. Burkeen Wed
To Mr. Irvan At Church

Miss Kathy J. Burkeen was
married to Edward D. Irvan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Irvan of Kirksey Route 1, on
Saturday, July 26, at 4 p.m. at
the Mt. Olive Church of Christ.
Officiating at the ceremony
was W. W.Hall.
The Bride
The bride, given in marriige by her father, Billy
Hugh Burkeen, and her stepmother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Burkeen, was escorted by her
father.
She wore a formal floor
length gown of white organza
over taffeta designed with a
full ruffled skirt and short
capelet effect over the bodice.
Chantilly lace edged the
capelet and tiers of the skirt.
An attached chapel length
train completed the gown.
The bride wore a matching
veil of silk illusion attached to
a juliet lace cap.
Miss Lori Charlton was the
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Sheila
Lilly and Miss Debbie
Breedlove. The flower girls
were Miss Karon Burkeen,
sister of the bride, and Miss
Tammy Irvan, sister of the
groom.
Best man for Mr. Irvan was
Jeff Shelton. Ushers were
Reagan Hall and Dwayne Irvan,the latter a brother of the
groom. The ring bearer was
Mickey Hill,stepbrother of the
bride.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the Community Room of the North

eill
)HEALTH
Lawrence E Lamb,M D

Frames Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1980

Branch of the Peoples Bank,
Murray.
Mrs. Glenna Holloway was
in charge of the reception.
The couple left later for a
short wedding trip and are
now residing in Gob. The
bride attends Calloway County High School,and the groom,
a 1979 graduate of Farmington
High School, is employed by
Greenfield Brothers Tire

B. W. Miller Family Is Held
Rousseau; Jack, Lourell, and
Kenny Smith;
Ferrell,
'Eleanor, Brad, and Melissa
Miller; Dan, Jean, and Sandy
Miller;

Those in attendance were
the following:

Bob, Ann, and Leigh Ann
Eaker; Billy, Janice, and

Randy Adams; Zane, Emily,
James and Reba Fain; Philip, and Joy Cunningham;
James and Bonnie Miller; Joe Pat, Sonya, Melanie, and
Albert and Martha Shumaker; David Futrell; Pam, Chris,
Mary, Lynne, and Greg and Melissa Nichols; Bobby,

McKenzie-Boggess
Wedding Thursday
Final plans for the wedding
of Miss Sheila Gayle McKenzie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd B. McKenzie, and
James Thomas Boggess, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James S. Boggess, have been completed.
The wedding will take place
on Thursday, Aug. 7, at 7 p.m.
at the Union Grove Church of
Christ with John Dale officiating. Providing the vocal
music will be a group of
singers led by Jerry Bolls.
Miss McKenzie has chosen
Miss Pam Sills as her maid of
honor. Miss Amy Boggess,
sisterof the groom-elect, will
be the flower girl.

Keith Clark will be best man
for Mr. Boggess. Ralph
Gingles and Timmy Anderson
will be the ushers. Grant and
Greg Sloan, cousins of the
groom-elect, will be the
ringbearers.
Misses Leisha and Tammy
Butler, cousins of the brideelect, will keep the register.
Directing the wedding will be
Mrs.Sue Sills.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony at the
church.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

1

041%.

TM
Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
In addition, twenty-six free
$1,000 cash... honeymoons and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

s

FURORS
JEWELRY
113 S. 41n
Member National Bridal Servic e
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Beard & anarsdel
Wedding Is Planned
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Bus Trip Planned
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Miss Francie Elkins Is
Honored, Bridal Events

•s.

Training tor Energy ana
Weight Control. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. As this'
issue explains, developing and
maintaining muscle size also
will help prevent obesity or
unsightly fat deposits around
the body
The only connection I can
see between the weight lifting
and the shaking hands would
be that he has muscle fibers in
the neck and shoulder area
that are causing pressure on
the nerves that go to the arms.
In any case, the steadiness of
the hand is related to its neuromuscular control and if the
shaking persists it might be
advisable to have your son see
a doctor, possibly a neurologist.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Is'it
really important to have the
rectum and lower colon
checked with an instrument
when a person isn't having
any trouble? The phosphosoda
makes me sick and the instrument check upsets me so bad I
hurt in my chest for a month
afterward. It upsets my whole
system. I am fine before these
check-ups. My doctor seems
to think these check-ups are
necessary.
DEAR READER - Just
keep in mind that cancer of
the colon and rectum is the
second most common cause of
cancer deaths, exceeded only
by deaths from cancer of the
lungs. Successful treatment
depends upon early detection.
A rectal examination during
your regular physical examination is important. A simple
finger' examination may
detect a number of rectal cancers early enough that they
can be completely cured. How
frequently you need a more
extensive examination will
depend upon your own condition. I think considering the
significance of the problem,
you should rely on your physician's judgment.
You might ask him if
there's something that can be
done to avoid the complica-tions you're-having. You- may-be able to use something else
to prepare for the examination.

What kind of day will tomor- AQUARIUS
row be? To find out what the (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
stars say, read the forecast . Romance looks iffy. A
Company,Benton.
Wis. franca, Beard
birth Sign.
given for your
-dating companion may be difOut of town guests for the
.
.
ficult-to reach, but the evening
wedding included Mrs. Mary
--to iced Thin l'artarsdel
ARIES
favors happy hours with coRoberts, grandmother of the
The engagement and approaching marriage. of Miss Franworkers. Try to understand
bride, and Mr. and Mrs. (Mar.21 to Apr,19) gr
cie Beard to Tom Vanarsdel,son of Mrs. Marge yanarsdel of
Someone may be indifferent others.
George Roberts, uncle and
to your opinion, though home PISCES
Evansville, Ind., and Ralph Vanarsdel of Carmi, flI., has
aunt of the bride, all of Fort
folks are supportive. The p.m. (Feb. 19 to Mar.'20)
been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Beard of
Auburndale, Fla.; Mr. and
is romantic and favors home
Paducah.
Domestic problems preocMrs. Charles Whitaker, entertaining.
cupy you much of the day.
Miss Beard graduated from Paducah Tilghman High
Pocahontas, Ark.; Mr. and
TAURUS
Later, you'll be in the mood to
School, Paducah,and received her Bachelor of Music EducaMrs. Harry Carter and Wesley ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
go out on the town. Have fun
tion degree froin Murray State University. She taught string
Carter,Chattanooga,Tenn.
Care needed in' financial and enjoy romantic opportunimustc in the Owensboro Independent School. System in
dealings. Protect against loss. ty.
'
Owensboro for the pak two years.
Later, express romantic senYOU BORN TODAY are
Her grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jordan
timents via letter, phone, or in community minded and work
of Paducah and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ray Beard of Sheridan.
person.
well with groups. Often you
Mr. Vanarsdel, a graduate of Carmi High School, Carmi,
GEMINI
are found in businesses allied
RI., received a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
( May 21 to June 20)
to the arts. You'd make a good
Murray State University and a Master's degree in percussion
Others seem vague or personnel manager or owner
Jeanette, and Keith Fain;
from San Jose State University, San Jose, Cal. He is currentdemanding. Expect little of a boutique. Though you
Jimmy, Marilyn, Gina, and
ly working on a doctorate in percussion at the'University of
positive feedback in personal want to be of service to others,
Cheryl Herndon;
Colorado, Denver.
dealings, though you may you also have a penchant for
Kathy, Angie, and Darren
The groom-elect is percussion instructor in the Music
receive a gift from a loved adventure. The theatre would
Marshall; Tanunie and Ricky
Department at Murray State University.
one.
offer you many avenues for
Crouch; Terry and Sheri
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 16, at
CANCER
self-expression. Teaching,
Paschall; Dana and Darrell
-430 p.m. in the-lobby of Ordway Hall -On the Murray State
writing,- design, law, 'and
Beane; Terri and Lauren (June-21 to July 22I
If anything goes wrong, brokerage may also appeal to
University campus.
Eaker; David, Phyllis, and
you're liable to retreat into you.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
Mark
and
Wrye;
Heather
your shell to nurse your
Aleta Adams; Donna
wounds. The p.m. finds you
Norsworthy; Jimmy, Patsy, charming and romantic.
Elkzabeth, and Mitchell Fain.
LEO
041/0.
‘%%$4.431506%%016%%%Numemolomm, vost61%‘,
(July 23 to Aug.22) tafg
"
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Social life has ups and
s."..•••
`Awv‘‘‘•••
downs. Don't fret about not
.%oe
having enough money. The
p.m. brings happiness with a •
•
favorite companion.
VIRGO
•
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Don't let home concerns interfere with concentration.
For A Variety Of Meats Shop
Useful business tips from a
GIBSON HAM CO.
friend.
Social
life
finds
you
trip
to
BardA special bus
All Meat
Country Whole, Halt or
stown and Lexington on well received.
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 21 LIBRA
Center Slice
BOLOGNA
e
11
and 22, is planned by the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
HAM
breakdown
in
comCloth
A
•
Senior Citizens of Murray and
BACON
Calloway County, along with munications possible. Others
BOLOGNA
Sliced or In Slab
the Mayfield and Graves hard to pin down. A social ocField's Round
•
ramificacasion
has
business
County Senior Citizens.
SAUSAGE
tions. Look your best!
•
HAMS Sandwich Style
The group will travel to
4 lb., 1 lb. or 2 oz. Patties
Bardstown to attend the SCORPIO
100% Ground
to
(Oct.
23
Nov.
21
nt'elti
L
PORK RIBS or
Story
and
Stephen Foster
BEEF PATTIES
'
Ns\
Be more realistic about
spend the night there. They
PORK CHOPS (or whole)
2 per 1 lb. 5 per 1 lb.
will then go to Lexington for a finances. Not a time to borrow
or lend. WA close ally has hap4pl
Fie edr 1 lb. 6 per 1 lb.
PORK BACK BONE
Jour of the new Horse Park.
Cost will be $55 per person py news. Love lights up the
PORK JOWL
for two to a room, and $50 per p.m. hours.
WIENERS
SAGITTARIUS
Chuck & Shoulder
person for four to a room. This
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Rib Eye
includes admission to the
ROAST
Keep your problems to
Horse Park, reserved seats yourself,as a superior is likely
7,400.,41
STEAK
Freezer
Paper
for the Stephen Foster Story, to by unsympathetic. The p.m.
transportation and motel ac- brings cooperation in joint af75
Sq.
Ft.
Freezer Tape
commodations. Meals will be fairs.
,
150 Sq. Ft.
at the traveler's expense.
CAPRICORN
Those interested in making (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
the trip are asked to contact
It may be hard to concen•
.0t 50 Lb. Can Pure Lard
the Senior Citizens office at trate on work. Don't let small
106 North Fourth Street, Mur- problems get to you. The p.m.
ray, phone 753-0929, or Mrs. especially romantic. A time
for togetherness.
Toopie Thomas at 753-8274.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward 1). Irtian

Reunion Of—

The family of the late B. W.
and Ethel Miller of Lynn
Grove held its annual family
reunion on Sunday, July 27. A
potluck luncheon was served
at the noon hour.

tion at all If a muscle is
markedly fatigued, it will
shake. It's possible that excessive fatigue could cause him
to have an increased tendency
toward shaky muscles imme( lately after lifting. It should
Lot result in shaking hands
after he's rested
I'm not sure what you son's
goal is with weight lifting, but
if he. wants to develop larger
and stronger muscles he may
not be following the proper
program. Very good studies
show that excessive exercise
can result in a plateau effect.
Specifically, the muscles don't
get any larger and the
strength is not increased
further. There is an optimal
rate of training for continued
increase in muscular size and
strength.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 5-4. Weight

Your Individual
Horoscope

irn

9
11

Hand shakes after lifts
DEAR DR. LAMB
My
son has lifted weights for
about five years now every
day for about one hour. He's 6
feet tall and will be 21 nest
month. He weighs 170 pounds
and was never built strongly
but since he's started lifting
weights, he has become very
muscular.
He lifts weights very hard. I
think too much and too hard.
He's exhausted after he lifts.
No matter how tired he is, he
still does it. I've noticed for
quite some time that his hands
shake a little, especially after
the lifts. His hands also shake
when he's trying to hold his
hand real steady. I think he's
hurting himself. Can he overdo it by straining?
DEAR READER - The
shaking hands and the weight
lifting may have no connec-

•
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Miss Francie Elkins, Aug. Crouse, Alean Hargis, Wanda
8th bride-elect of Rusty Sims, Suiter, Juanita Cohoon,
has been honored with several Virginia Brandon, and Betty
prenuptial events. They in- Wicker, and Miss Tammi
clude the following:
Crouse as hostesses.
A personal shower was held
on July 14 with Mrs. Merritt
Lawson and Miss Brenda Collie as hostesses at the Lawson
home.
The honoree was presented
an assortment of personal
gifts which she opened for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of lime and
lemon frost, assorted
sherberts, cookies, and mints
were served. Twelve guests
attended or sent gifts.
The Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank was the scene of
a tea shower held on July 24
with Mesdames. Georgia
Turner, Dean Rodiers, Anita

A large assortment of gifts
were opened and displayed by
the hostesses. Corsages were
presented to the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Marion Elkins,
and her mother-in-law to be,
Mrs. Wilma Sims.
Refreshments of yellow
fruit punch, decorated cake
squares, assorted nuts, and
mints were served. Sixty persons attended or sent gifts.
Brenda Wallace's line le
Fisher Price Toys surprised
Miss Elkins with a potluck luncheon on July 25. After the
lunch she was presented with
a gift which had been.collected
for and purchased by Betty
Dodd.

•
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Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender $1Lb
39

•
•

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing
•
e

•
•

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd5t_

0
0

46 \V\NAV

Hours:

7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
.gh•N:01,%"114""Z:;Z%
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Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

Military
Dilemuma
•

•

of Military Justice. But its application to the compulsory testing of military personnel is a
blow to efforts to control drug
use in the services. Urinalysis
was used on a mass scale only
from 1971 to 1973 during the latter phase of the Vietnam War,
and its wholesale application is
no longer an issue. Compulsory
drug tests are, however, still administered by the services when
deemed necessary. In handing
down this decision, the federal
court has erected a difficult new
rule that will hamper the detection of narcotics users whose actions could jeopardize the lives
of their fellows and impair the
nation's defense.
The drug issue is less one of
bringing a lawbreaker to punishment than of maintaining an
effective military establishment. Individual rights in this
case should be subordinated to
national security.

Business Mirror

Downturn Being
Written Off
NEW YORK (AP) — While it still
might turn out to be the second worst
recession since the Great Depression of
the 1930s, the current downturn is
already being written off by some
allegedly far-seeing seers.
This, of course, is an ancient
behavioral trait of so-called economic
observers. They love to anticipate.
Tie): spent two years telling us a recession was coming; now they are telling
us an upturn is on the way.
There is prestige in calling the turns,
and money, too. It pays to go out on a
limb, because if you happen to be right
you can forever after advertise the fact.
And if you are wrong, you can help people forget.
One well-known economic forecaster
helps that process along by means of
his own poor memory. If events trip
him up, he merely adjusts the record
and advises his clients: "As I told you
six months agO..."
There is another class of seer who
forecasts not for money but for politics,
and we are seeing plenty of that ilk in
the past few weeks. They are an indomitable sort, always trying to offset
misery with hope.
Are we in a recession? Well, it's hard
to deny it, but you can try. Isn't it really
myre civilized to say, as did Treasury
ecretary G. William Miller, that
"we're forming the basis for a
recovery?"
So much has been made of the distant
recovery, and so little of the immediate
recession, that some of the lesspublicized but perhaps more educated
and profound economists are reacting
with warnings.
"There is an uncomfortable level of
euphoria floating through the hot summer atmosphere," says Richard Nenneman of Girard Trust. He calls
"simplistic" the notion that the recession is already on the wane.
Chase Manhattan Bank economists
are telling customers this week that
claims of the recession's end are unfound. While the worst may have passed, they say, the economy will weaken
throughout the year.
Claims that the worst has passed are
often based on a slight rise in June
retail sales, a rise in housing starts, and
an increase in the index of leading
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economic indicators.
But, says Chase, "these are tender
reeds on which to base the claim that a
recovery is under way." For one thing,
these indicators could continue rising
for months before the economy reached
where it was.
As a matter of fact,some of them say,
the popular measures of economic
strength declined sefast during late
spring and early summer that they
couldn't continue in that direction
without a total collapse.
Public perception, too, might be playing a role in the euphoria. When a levelheaded economist says that, yes, he can
see some light ahead, he doesn't always
mean to discount the immediate problems.
As interpreted, however, the fact that
he sees light is viewed as an optimistic
statement. In some instances, what he
really meant was that, no, this recession isn't the end of the world, but it's
real bad.

Garrott's Galley-

By M.C. Garrott

To 41 Countries and Most States Helping Protect The First Family
When Murray State basketball coach
Ron Greene shook hands with Jimmy
Carter a couple weeks ago at the big
Henderson fund-raising affair, standing
near the President was a Murray state
graduate who goes just about
everywhere Mr. Carter does.
He was Dale Wilson. Dale, a native of
the Buffalo, N. Y., area, graduated at
Murray State in 1970, and for the past
nine years has been a special agent
with the U. S. Secret Service, the last
four of which as a member of the White
House detail.
Dale is married to my niece, the
former Sheryl Garrott, who also is a
1970 Murray graduate. Her major was
business education, and she taught for a
while before their first child was born.
Sheryl is the daughter of my brother,
Jeff, and his wife, Laura, and who live
out here 13 miles west of town at Lynnville.
++++++
Dale and Sheryl and their two
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Kudos handed around the first of the year included "Kiwanian
of the Year" to Maurice P. Christopher; -Calloway County
Master
Homemaker" from the East Hazel Club to Mrs. William Adams;
Junior Chamber of Commerce "Key Man Award," symbolizing
distinguished service, to Robert Hopkins; "State Dairy Princess" of
Kentucky on February 12 to lovely Marinell Myers, daughter
of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Myers of Lynn Grove.
To eliminate the extra penny being charged this year for postage
stamps to notify families of ailing patients at the hospital of
new
regulations, Bernard Harvey, administrator, saved the difference
by publishing a press announcement stating morning visiting horns
were being discontinued "in the health interest of patients," when
it really was a convenient alibi to reduce interference during morning clean-up operations.
The parade of farm wagons loaded with tobacco, neatly bulked
under faded family quilts of vintage origin, had been a first of the
year freedom train from bank mortgages plus a pair of overalls
around for the men folks and a bolt of calico for the pantry hands
since Hector was a pup. It was a colorful cavalcade even in the
years when weed sold for $6 a round. None other than two distinguished Lynn Grove roustabouts, Hardy and Glenn Kelso, brought
the fetching tobacco carnival to an end in 1962 when they pulled
an all-time rer.ord load of farm-bulked tobacco, 7,274 pounds, to
Murray from Lynn Grove in 2 hours and 10 minutes with a single
team of 16-hand mules to Jack Farmer's Growers Loose Leaf Floor.
Evidence for posterity was recorded with an appropriate photograph in one of the town's newspapers, headlined the 'End of the
Tobacco Mule Train."
Truly an era of a historic Calloway County pioneer family, the
John Keys clan, wilted with the death of Miss Erie Keys on Feb. 11,
1962. She was one of the early educated county ladies who rightfully attained distinction as a Murray High. School teacher, banker,
atil'valued member of the administiadve staff of Murray SCIte
College. Site' was buried in Murray City Cemetery.
- Dark filed- tobacco sales th-e first flitee-days—in-ranuarY,-.I962,
averaged a hefty $40.96 a round, restIting in a crush of one million
pounds being rushed to the Sales Mori"
To Be Continued

children, ages four and one, have been
visiting Jeff and Laura for the past
week or so. They live in Reston, Va., a
Washington suburb, but have just
received a new assignment for Dale. As
soon as the presidential campaign is
over, they will be moving in November
to Newark, N. Y., where Dale will be
'assigned to the Secret Service office
there. It is one of its largest and busiest
— a good place for him to get some
valuable, big city experience.
While he has been relaxing and enjoying the wide open spaces and the unpolluted air of Lynnville, Dale has been
faithfully keeping up his 10-miles-a-day
running at Stewart Stadium,around the
Murray campus and the South Graves
County countryside.
He occasionally runs with President
Carter when he jogs, and was running
just behind him when he collapsed during that famous distance run last summer.
++++++
Dale and I were on our way out of
Sparks Hall the other day en route to
Stewart Stadium where I was to give
him the blue-ribbon tour of that fine
facility. When we got on the elevator,
there stood sports information director
Doug Vance and Coach Greene.
Ha—VIng heard that the coach was at
the big Henderson bash at Dale Sight's
place, I mentioned,in introducing Dale,
that he was with the Secret Service and
was with the President at the time.
"Yes, sir," he said to Greene, "I saw
your name tag and recognized the
name. I wanted to speak to you, but we
don't do that when we are working."
From the time they left Washington
that morning on Air Force One until
they returned to the Capital from
Dallas, Tex., that night, Dale and his
Secret Service colleagues traveling
with the President that sweltering day
had put in 19 continuous hours.
++++--rDale, who holds degrees in physical
education and history from Murray
State, was teaching and coaching in
Atlanta in 1971 when, quite oh an impulse, he applied for and got a job as a
special agent with the Secret Servi
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By Joe Crump

which is a branch of the U. S. Treasury
Department.
His first assignment was in the
Savannah,Ga., office before joining the
White House detail. Assigned to then
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, he
quickly saw a lot of the world with Kissinger constantly on the move.
When the Carters came to
Washington, he was assigned to Mrs.
Carter for some time, and then as a
driver of the presidential limosine. For
the past months, though, he has been
with or near the President most of the
time, including several trips to Plains,
Ga.
++++++
Dale doesn't talk much about his job.
He isn't supposed to, and he doesn't, but
he figures he has been in 41 foreign
countries and almost every State doing
it.
He is often aboard .Air Force One
when the President travels. "You have
to keep your coat on in there," he
chuckled. Other times, he's nearby on
the backup plane.
He leads an interesting life, going- to
all parts of the world and being in the
presence of such world figures as
Menachen Begin of Israel, Anwar Sadat
of Egypt and the late Shah of Iran as
well as the President of the United
States and the nation's highest government officials.
I suggested that he keep a journal or
diary and someday after he has retired
write a book about his experiences.
"Oh,I'm no good at that sort of thing,"
he laughed.
He did promise, however, to be my
guest at and to speak to the Murray
Rotary Club the next time he was down
this way."That is, if we can get permission from the Louisville office," he
said. "This is its territory, and.I
wouldn't want to do anything to offend them.
"I would like for you to do one
for me," he added as he was leavihg.
"Send me whatever information ,we
need to join the Alumni Associati
Sheryl and I should have done that lo
ago. We enjoy keeping up with what
happening back here at Murray State."

Congressional
Record

Five Seconds
Into Locked Car
SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
(
"...Two important subcommittees
of the House of Representatives recently concluded 3 days of informative
hearings on the worsening problem of
motor vehicle theft...
"S.1214 and H.R. 4178 Title II
authorizes the Secretary of
Transportation to mandate the
placement of additional identifying
numbers on those key crash replacement parts coveted by choppers. The
major motor vehicle manufacturers
have informed me that the numbers
can be affixed to six additional crash
replacement parts for a total cost of no
more than $5,labor included...
"In some cities, motorists are paying
over $200 a year for vehicle theft
coverage. Unfortunately, no one class
of motorist is left untouched by this
alarming trend...
"During the House hearings, Ford
Motor Co., testified that its pilot component identification program for 1880
Lincoln Continentals and Mark VI's
may have resulted in a 10 percent drop
in theft of these cars as opposed to the
unnumbered models manufactured last
year...
"I ask unaniomous consent to submit
for the Record articles on tlie hearings..."(We intinde some excerpts):
Newark Star-Ledger: A hooded convict showed a joint congressional committee yesterstay just how easy it is to
break into a car. He west into the
garage of the Federal Office Building at
Foley Square and using a "slim Jim"
locksmith's tool Inserted it a certain

way into the closed window and unlocked the door within five seconds. "This
does what the key does, without the
key," he explained.
Journal of Commerce: Specifically,
the bill would give the secretary of
transportation the authority to attach
vehicle identification numbers to auto
parts and make it a federal offense to
alter the numbers or sell them.
Automotive News: (A) witness
painted a dim picture for any improvement. Numbers can be changed, the
supposedly secure metal plate in the
door jamb of cars that have the VIM
can be removed and replaced within
five minutes and no matter what type of
numbering system is employed, it can
be overcome, he said.
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
In September of 1979, Representative
Henry G.Gonzales(Texas) presented a
Bill, The Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act, with about the same features
as Senator Percy's Bill. It died in committee. Senator Percy may have better
luck.

Bible Thought
San' bath slain his thousands and
David Marten thousands. — I Samuel
18:17.
•Even in praise Amparisons may be
odious, and evil quickening. There
should be prudence in our commendations. There is virtue in reserve.
We are all related to each other. Sen;Rives should be recognized.

Army Sgt. First Class George W.c
!
Parker has been presented the second
highest award for heroism, the
Distinguished Service Cross, for service in Vietnam. The award was
presented to him at Indiantown Gap
Military Reservations, Pa.
Deaths reported include James H.
Young,56, and David Kaiser,3.
Robin Rowland, 13, of Almo recently
won the Calloway County 4-H Tractor
Operator's Contest and the area contest
tIbld at Princeton. He will now enter the
contest at the Kentucky State Fair,
Grant Higgins is his 4-H club leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis Smith of
Kirksey Route 1 observed their 65th
wedding anniversary on July 30.
Airman First Class Stephen G. Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny,
is now stationed with the Air Force on
the island of Guam.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. Howard L. Runyon on July 31,,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Loffman
on July 31, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Houston on Aug. 1, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace J. Swan on Aug. 1, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Gibbs on
Aug. 1.
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No further information was available
on the situation between the Murray
Manufacturing Company and the Local
Union which represents the employees.
The union has rejected the offer made
by the company.
The Murray City Schools will start
registration on Aug. 29, according to W.
Z. Carter, superintendent of city
schools. The first full day of school will
be on Sept. 1.
Army Reserve Specialist Four Don
H. Fuqua,son of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Fuqua, is now on annual active duty
training at Fort Hayes, Ohio, with his
Army Reserve Unit.
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Lafayette Ball of
Memphis, Term., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Ann Mary, to John
Wilson Frost, Jr., son of J. W. Frost,
Sr.,and the late Mrs. Frost of Murray.
Births reported at the Murray ..
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Lassiter, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Nance, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.George Bohannon.
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A plaque for outstanding service to
the 1.J. S. Army and Air Force will be
presented to Radio Station WNBS on
Aug. 9. Capt. Howard T. Goodpastor,
Owensboro, will present the plaque to
H. T. Waldron, president of the Murray
Broadcasting Company.
At least 1,000 Second Army Soldiers
are expected to arrive at Camp
Breckenridge to reopen the camp which
will be used as a replacement center.
The Rev. 0. T. Arnett of Jackson,
Term., will be the speaker at the revival
starting Aug. 6 at the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Miss Betty Shroat, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Shroat, was married
to Vernon E. Rile)', son of Mr. and Mrs.
John N. Riley, on July 29 at Corinth,
Miss.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Caldwell and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Collins, both on July
31.
Officers of the Murray High School
Band are Gene Hendon, Tommy
Hopkins, Marjorie Wear, and Carol
Melugin.
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Thoughts
In Season
by Ken Wolf
We have a tendency to exaggerate,..
both our human power of action and the
power of our ideas, as these words from
Alan Watts, The Wisdom of Insecurity
(1951) remind us:
We suffer from the delusion that
the entire universe is held in
order by the categories of human
thought, fearing that if we do not
hold to them with the utmost
tenacity, everything will vanish
into chaos.
It is impossible to understand much
about the world without saying a word,
Watts believed. To describe, especially
on paper, is often to limit reality artificially. This is the conviction of many
Eastern thinkers.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 5, the 218th
day of 1980. There are 148 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 5, 1963, the U.S., Britain and
Soviet Union signed a treaty outlawing
nuclear tests in the atrriosphere, in
space and under water.
Five years ago, Japanese terrorists
ended their one-day-old occupation of
the U.S. consulate in Kuala Liunpt r,
Malaysia,taking 15 hostages along with
them to the airport.
Last year, it was reported that Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher would diake a dramatic policy
reversal and agree to comrnonweplth
calls for a new constitution and f:
elections in Zimbabwe Rhodtara.
Today's birthdays: Neil Arrnstrong,
the first man to set foot on the moon, is
50. Film director John Hutton is 74.
Thought for today: Best be yourself,
imperial, plain and true — Robert Browning (1812-1889).

M111111111?

EDITORIAL

Federal court rulings against
tests used by the Army to detect
drug abusers in its ranks pose a
disturbing dilemma for the
armed services. If the armed
forces are to protect the constitutional rights of their personnel according to the court, how
can they weed drug users out of
the armed forces, which is a
compelling necessity these days.
These conflicting priorities
add significance to a recent federal appeals court judgment ordering the Army to give honorable discharges to 10,000 Vietnam
veterans who were dismissed
after urinalysis determined that
they were using drugs. The trial
court had found that the urinalysis tests that resulted in their
undesirable discharges violated
the right of military personnel
to avoid self-incrimination.
This is a precious right, written into the Constitution and
reaffirmed in the Uniform Code
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Transform Brick Home
Into Energy Generator

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By DAVID WHITAKER
Associated Preas Writer
A greenhouse, a solarium
and a trombe wall transform
the average, American redbrick home into a passive
solar energy generator.
But from the front, the home
doesn't have the outward
signs of being "solar," according to Charles Barnhart, production manager and designer
at Chrisman, Miller, Wallace,
Inc.
Barnhart's Lexington firm
was selected by the Southern
Solar Energy Center to design
a medium-priced, energy efficient house in Jefferson
County's Douglas Hills sub-

r
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division.
trig areas."
The house Is designed to rely
The house, one of four such
on passive solar energy for 70
houses in the nation, will be
percent of its heating re- shown in Louisville
's Home Aquirements, according to the
Rama, which begins Aug. 17.
designing firm.
The SSEC, a non-profit
Though the house is built organization, is
funded by the
with a priority on efficiency, U.S. Energy
Department to
comfort hasn't been sacrific- promote solar energy.
ed, project manager Jerry
The
greenhouse
and
Taylor said.
solarium, next to the living
"It's a comfortable house," room and breakfast
room,
Taylor said. "The kitchen and gather solar
energy, store 60
adjacent breakfast room were to 70 percent of it
and allow the
designed to be open, informal heat to radiate into
Stsoar /are •
the house
spaces, well-lit from the ad- at night,- according
to the
joining two-story solarium.
designers.
"The separate living and
The trombe wall operates on
dining rooms permit a division the greenhouse
effect. It "conof the formal and informal liv- sists of insulating
glass installed over a 10-inch thick
masonry wall that is painted
black," design literature says.
"When the sun's energy
passes through the glass, it
warms the masonry wall and
inch nails in a circle around the
By EARL ARONSON
the air space between the wall
lower trunk."
AP Newsfeatures
A proponent also of' "elecand the glass."
troculture," MiMe advised putThere was a wide range of
Natural air currents are
ting
nails
and
wire coat hanggarden talk at the Floralies in
harnessed — based on the
ers in plant containers. "Put a
Montreal, ranging from wardknowledge that hot air rises
loop of copper or steel wire or
ing off diseases in rose gardens
metal nails or stakes in pots,"
and cool air falls — to
to use of acupuncture on plants
he said. They attract energy
and special soaps for pest mandistribute the warmed air via
to plant roots. Planting in tin
agement.
a series of vents.
cans also can help."
The discussions were for GarHeat stored in the masonry
Sergei Condrashoff, president
den Writers of America memof Safer Agro-Chem Ltd., Vicwall during the day is released
bers at the big international
toria,
British Columbia, talked
at night, the designers said.
flower show being held for the
about "going back to the use of
first time in North America.
Seldom-used rooms are placed
soap for insect control."
R.C. Balfour, past president
strategically to insulate those
He said, "Only soaps made
A DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF this home is the locaof the Royal National Rose
from particular fatty acids are
rooms most used.
tion of the master bedroom. It is completely separate
Society of Great Britain, sugfrom
consistently toxic to insects . .
"With these and other provithe three other bedrooms which are located on the
gested rose growers plant parsupper
The fatty acids in the inley, chives and tagetes (marilevel.
This
eliminates
sions,"
stair
Taylor said, "we will
climbing and assures privacy for
secticidal soap are specific and
golds) in and around the garthe owners. Plan HA1163Y has 1,443 square feet on the
reduce the heat loss to 12 perfirst
can be deployed against pests,
den to help ward off disease.
floor and 748 on the second. For more information write
—
while sparing beneficial forms
cent of the average for a house
Balfour, who coordinated the
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architects
such
as
ladybirds.
"
this size in the South."
British garden at the outdoor
York & Schenke, 90-04 161st St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432.
Effects,
he
said,
are
paralFloralies, also noted that the
ysis through nerve damage,
rose Fragrant Cloud was one of
breakdown of blood, disruption
the most fragrant, ever,develof
respiration and interference
oped. He decried 'contentions
with metabolism.
that hybridists were only taking
"Soaps
for pest management
scents away from roses, claimare effective and safe," he
ing they also bred scent into
ril/
added. "These are not the
floribundas.
same as washing soaps (many
Gilbert Milne of Toronto, a
of
which
are
synthetic
deterflower and photograph specialgents). They are safe for all
ist, suggested that if "plants
A
plants except sweet peas and
need a shot before a show give
nasturtiums, which are nonBy ANDY LANG
ber, vermiculite, perlite, plastic
them a shot of Epsom Salts."
eral wool to the attic floor is
waxy.
AP
Newsfeatur
foams,
es
reflecting foil and the
He also said acupuncture
the easiest way to improve the
"Insecticidal soaps are used
Insulation experts generally
most widely used type — minhelps plants. "Pins may be
thermal performance of your
to control pests on plants decoagree that an uninsulated attic
eral wool, either fiber glass or
stuck in plants just below nodes
house.
rating malls, offices, hospitals
can add hundreds of dollars to
rock wool.
and left there for one, two or
and other public buildings.
As much as R-30 or R-38 inthe heating and cooling costs of
three days," he said. "To help
Mineral wool is availlible in
sulation is economically justifiCommercial greenhouse opera single-family house.
an avocado or other longblankets, rolls of insulation
able
ators
because already-high eneruse
Since
them
many
for
control of
attics are still
stemmed plant leaf out, stick a
with vapor barriers or without;
gy costs are expected to rise,
aphids, spider mites, and whitelacking insulation and others
pin or pins at the bottom of the
batts,
similar
to
blawkets
your house may be in a climate
fly along with use ref parasites
but
have an insufficient amount of
stalk. To help trees, stick 4cut into 4-foot and fl-foot
that is colder or warmer than
and predators
it, millions of dollars are being
The general
lengths; pouring wool, loose inaverage, your house may be
public is using the insecticidal
wasted in an era when saving
sulation often used in attic
both heated and air condisoap against pests on houseenergy is an essential part of
floors; and blowing wool, loose
tioned, and a high amount of
plants, vegetables, fruit trees
national policy.
insulation which is blown into
floor insulation will compensate
and ornamentals."
How much you save by proplace in ceilings and walls by
partially for poorly insulated
A rhododendron expert, 'Treviding enough attic insulation
professionals using pneumatic
vor J. Cole of Agriculture Candepends on how much is alwalls.
equipment.
ada, Ottawa, described these
ready there, the rates you pay
An important point in the inericaceous plants as the main
for fuel and electricity, and
sulating of an attic is not to
When an attic is used for livitems for shade gardens where
what other energy-saving meascover eaves vents with the maing, insulation should be placed
there is a dearth of plant mateures you have taken, among
terial being used. With balls,
between collar beams, between
rials. "They need soil on the
them proper weatherstripping,
just be careful about batt
sloping rafters, between the
acidic side and sandy and peat
caulking and such.
placement. With pouring wool,
studs of "knee" walls, between
conditions. They are shallowThere are many insulating
either construct a baffle with
the joists of the floor outside
rooted and do well on raised
materials for use in existing
boards or lay pieces of thick
the living space, and in dormer
beds." He added:
homes, including cellulose fibatts next to the vents. This
walls and ceilings. Adding min
"Rhododendrons do best facwill keep the wind from dising north and need a wind
turbing the loose wool and prescreen between their bed and
vent you from inadvertently
the prevailing wind. Pine and
covering the vents in the first
Maybe it's time to see the new
Oak screens are fine. Give the
place.
—and very reliable—A 8 Dib(
plants a mulch of needles for
Ventilation in the attic is vi990 plain paper copier
acid. They should be planted so
tal. There should be at least
The 990 has all of the most
that cold air can flow away —
two vent openings, located so
wanted" features of machines
escape. Planting is best in
By ANDY LANG
that air can flow in one and out
rub over the screens. The dirt
costing 50% more—including
spring. Don't disturb the roots
AP Newsfeaturee
the other. A combination of
will run off. I am sure your
the versatility to make 11' 17'
as they are shallow. They will
vents at the eaves and the
readers will be interested in
copies copy both sides, and
Q. — We live in a small
survive in 30 below zero weathgable ends is better than gable
this.
use most any kind of paper, intown
and have had our eyes on
er."
vents alone. A combination of
A. — I am sure, also.
cluding overhead transparena very small house for some
eaves vents and continuous
Thanks.
cies and labels
time, but even though it is
(Any queries about gardening
ridge venting is best of all.
Call us today.
nothing more than a cottage,
problems must be accompanied
Q. — I finished an o'.c1 cabinet
we are finding it difficult to get
by a stamped, self-addressed
'Do-it-yourself instructions
the other day after taking off
a mortgage for it, actually
envelope.)
for attic insulating are in Andy
all the old finish. I followed the
through no fault of our own.
Lang's booklet, "Save Money
Instructions carefully about rinSomeone told us the govern(For Earl Aronson's "Associby Insulating," available by
sing off the varnish remover,
ment has scene kind of mortated Press Guide to House
sending 50 cents and a long,
then applied two coats of shelgage for people in our situation.
Plants," send $1 to House
stamped, self-addressed enve116 NORTH 7TH
lac, but the finish is slightly
Where can I find out about
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
lope to Know-How, P.O.' Box
sticky and doesn't seem to
MAYFIELD
247-5912
such a mortgage' Can you tell
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.)
want to dry. What did I do
us what it is all about?
N.Y. 10020.)
wrong? How can I fix it'
A. — You really haven't supA. — There are several possiImportance of lighting
plied enough information on
bilities.
One is that the shellac
which to base a precise answer,
Lighting is better and there's
tvf
was very old, since shellac
since
such things as the exact
,t•
more of it, artificial as well as
deteriorates in the container
reason why you can't get a
natural, ambient as well as
after six months or a year. The
mortgage and what you mean
task-oriented.
other is that you applied the
PA
by "people in our situation"
shellac full strength, when it
More kitchens include dinare important factors. Howshould be diluted considerably
facilities, and special coning
ever, it Is likely you are talking
— as much as 50 percent in
veniences
for entertaining,such
about a loan program of the
most cases. A third possibility
as a barbecue or a wet bar.
Farmers Home Administration,
is that you put on the shellac
Space is more judiciously
which was discussed some time
when the humidity was very
used, and more neat tricks are
ago in this column. Under that
high. To get rid of the stickibeing accomplished with storprogram, the regulations apply
ness, apply denatured alcohol
age units; for example, the
only to properties in areas with
to a clean, tintless cloth and
appliance garage that, instead
20,000 or leas population. It is
rub over the surface for as long
if banishing the mixer and
designed to assist persons who
as necessary.
food processor from the councannot obtain mortgage loans
through conventional sources,
:cr, keeps them handy, or
( The techniques of applying
but that doesn't mean the monhidden, in a roll-top counter
varnish, shellac, lacquer,
ey will be furnished to people
:abinet.
bleach, remover, stain, etc.,
who cannot afford to pay it
There are more built-in
are detailed in Andy Lang's
back.
°asters,can openers and warmbooklet,"Wood Finishing in the
At one time the program
ng drawers,and more kitchens
Home," which can be obtained
dealt only with low-incorne
ire catering to the household
by mending 50 cents PLUS a
families. It now applies to famlong, stamped, self-addressed
in which two or more people
ilies in the moderate-Incision
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
cook, individually or in tanbrackets. The loans are made
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
dem, needing two sinks, two
On houses of moderate cost and
11743. Questions of general inovens, two counter levels.
size, the latter being less than
terest will be answered in the
Also,there are more "special
1,300 square feet of habitable
column, but individual correinterest" facilities, such as a
space. Interest rates are very
°taker Wen authenhc styling end long
spondence cannot be underhake
center, or one for freerrang 'Torture and alcohol merent
low for low-income buyers. If
taken.)
error wet newer &IOW•wrinkle Thew
ing, preserving and canning.
you live in a qualified area,
or sawing convenience Mehra end
••
then your local bank, savings
erre toles Mr ngle on Wing their
and loan association or other
chore yew after rot Lel you ego ee
•COMPLETE DESIGN
grecrully r S Career herd kitchen So
lending institution most certainwhy sere tor a When without endunng
SERVICE
ly will know about the program
guars when you con her a worm
•INSTALLATION
and be glad to explain it to you
rhampa.s......ate Ours,lewd
Mohr WWI our showroom end yOu II be
•FINANCING
corwIncerd Ihel a Quaker red rigor WO
Assistance for form purchases, farm refinance, conQ. — You told someone
elll b•elendng
es the aging owe roll by •FREE ESTIMATES
recently about the proper way
vert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery
to clean screens. I suppose it
Minimum $150,000. Call toll free:
was all right, but 1 have been
lt/$11111-126-27112
using a method that has
worked very well over the
Amos4eme altilamil Ise.
years. Combine
a gallon jug
2'94.5 Se. 132W St.
1 cup of arm— is, Yr cup of
enable. llosiwastaa 1111144
white vinegar and V4 cup of
1111111121
baking soda. Pow some
•
the
mixture into a bucket. Dip a
firm truah into the solution and
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See your copier
serviceman
often?

Here's the Answer Efi

Making a Little Seem Like a Lot
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newaleatures
A growing decorating probleni for many persons IS changing their lifestyle to fit into a
small apartment after years of
living ma larger house
So numerous are the people
moving into considerably smaller quarters that specialists
have evolved a theory of smallspats decorating The decorating prescription calls for reordering your priorities There is
flu room for sentiment in a studio apartment. The second set
of dishes, the golf clubs you
haven't used in 10 years, and
the complete, collected works
of a childhood author will have
to go if you expect to have
room for the essentials, such as
a bed, a dining table, storage
furniture and comfortable seating.
Think clearly about future
needs. If you will be entertaining a great deal, keep the prerequisites. But if you expect to
curtail your at-home gatherings
to smaller, more manageable
groups, eliminate the unnecessary items. Allow room for
what is really important to you,
whether it's appliances to cook
fancy food or enough bookshelves to accommodate all
your favorites.
Once needs have been spelled
out, the physical dimen.iions of
the space available must be
measured and put on paper.
This information should be
readily available for shopping
expeditions.

One way to masumze your
living area is to think unconventionally about the division of
space Room dividers that also
serve as storage are more useful than partitions or walls For
example, bookcases which form
a solid surface on the back side
can be covered with cork board
or fabric and used as a "wall"
against which to rest a bed,
studio couch or desk A homemade room divider can be
made by stapling fabric to a
wood frame.
Usually, you gam more storage space with built-in furniture. But, if the added costliness of this type of furniture
eliminates it as a solution, consider using a combination of
ready-made bookcases and cabinets with a custom-made,
wood- or laminate-covered top
You should give preference to
multi-purpose pieces when
choosing furniture. A plain desk
can serve also as a dining
table. Comforjable but upright
chairs may double for dining
and accommodating guests in a
conversation grouping.
• 'Modular seating wluch is easily moved into different configurations can be used as a
sofa or separate chews, as the
occasion demands. Furniture

on wheels, such as a tea wagon
or a side table with drawers,
offers flexibility And a refurbished, old trunk can combine
three functions - a storage
bin, a seat i with a cushion on
top), and a coffee table
You can expand available
space visually by using a monotone color scheme, preferably
ins light, neutral color, and by
simplifying window treatments
and removing fussy accessories
Another marvelous apace expander is the mirror. A mirror
on a dark wall catches the sunlight and hyena up a dreary
room A mirror on the long
wail of a narrow room makes it
look wider. On a short wall, a
nurror makes the room look
deeper. Try this trick if you
have a half-circle table stand
the table against a mirror that
goes down at least as far as the
table's top You will have
created the illusion of a round
table in a space that appears
twice as large as it is.
Color can be a room enlarger To raise a ceiling that is
too low, paint it white or any
color which is much lighter
than the wall To lower the ceiling, use a darker or brighter
color than the one which is on
the walls.

Garden Homes
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — A development in suburban West Palm Beach is using the zero-lot-line concept of
housing, which had its start a
few years ago in the affluent
suburbs of Los Angeles.
Garden, homes in the Tree
Tops community provide for
the ultimate utilization of a
single-tamily lot by positioning
the houses so that one side of
each house lies directly on the
lot line. Thus, instead of having
two side yards good mostly for
mowing, a house has a spaciotis
side- and rear-yard combination large enough for patio,
swimming pool or landscaped
garden.
MONDAY WASHDAY
NEWTON, Iowa ( AP) -While the average family
washes between seven and
eight loads of laundry a week,
Monday, the traditional
"washday," is still the most
popular day of the week to do
laundry, a study indicates.
Saturday runs a close second,
according to a recent Maytag
survey of new applicance
owners.

'

Own an Original Hunter
Olde Tyme Ceiling Fan
The 1903 classic; n(ilk back in vogue, comes ti,
you from the original manuf3cturer. Complete
with pull-chain switch, real wood blades. Your
choice Of brass finish, chrome finish (larger size
only) or chestnut brown housings. 36 or 52-in.
sizes. Blade bottom clearance from. floor in modem room, seven feet. Light adapter and globe
optional. Repels insects, disperses smoke and
odors. Runs more quietly, cools more econorn:
ically than air conditioning.
A GREAT ENERGY SAVER FOR AS LITTLE AS SI49 Si

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
206 East Main -- 753-8194

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
7 I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS.
PAUL...

('WOULD YOU
COME BAC k
TOMORROW?
(...___

FM'

Quaker Maid Kitchen
will still be new,
when your new car is old.

EINIK

uakerTflaib

AGRICULTURAL LOANS

Of

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent busine
ss
men and women. They buy their papers from
us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don,l/pay them by the
10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you
and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
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Seaver Returns To Reds With Six-Inning Flourish
ing out five batters and
By BRUCE LOWITT
limiting San Diego to four hits
AP Sports Writer
"The biggest thing I did," and one unearned run as CinTom Seaver said„"was to tell cinnati, riding home runs by
myself not to get excited." But George Foster and Johnny
is he gonna tell that to the rest Bench, snapped the Padres'
eight-game winning streak
of the Cincinnati Reds?
The Reds, without their pit- with a 7-1 victory in the opener
ching ace for more than a of a twi-night doubleheader.
month, managed to stay right The Reds then ran roughshod
in the thick of the National over the Padres 11-2 in the seLeague West pennant race. cond game.
Elsewhere in the NL,
And on Monday night, Seaver
Houston defeated San Franreturned with a flourish.
He pitched six innings, strik- cisco 4-2, Los Angeles beat

Racer Club Holds 1st
Meeting At Stadium
The Racer Club will be
holding its first meeting of the
year Wednesday, August 6 at
7:30 p.m. in Room 228 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
During the meeting, the

Murray State football staff
will update its progress
toward the 1980 fall season and
new officers will be elected for
the coming year. Also, the
kickoff barbeque will be
discussed.

Atlanta 5-3 and,in another twinight twinbill, Montreal beat
New York 4-3 in the 10-inning
opener, then the Mets won the
second game 4-3.

NI Roundup
"I'm totally happy. We did
just what we wanted to do. I
threw 87 pitches," Seaver, 4-5,
said after his first appearance
since going on the disabled list
last July 1 with a sore right
shoulder.
"My God, yes, I'm happy!"
he exclaimed. "I'm very happy, particularly because I
went out throwing hard ... I
wasn't going to rush. I was
able to throw every pitch I
had.
"I will take my place in the
starting rotation Saturday
against the Dodgers." LOS
Angeles, with its victory, is second in the division, one-half
game behind Houston. The

SEASON, new Laker head
KICKING OFF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FOOTBALL
head coach Mike Gottfried
State
Murray
coach Sam Harp (facing in cap) is joined by
coach David Elliott is at the
(right) at the watermelon feast last Friday. Laker assistant
Staff Photo By Mary Barrow
far left.

Reds, who were Wes-games
back in third place when
Seaver went on the disabled
list, are still third — but only
3'1-games off the pace.
Seaver, who underwent cortisone and anti-inflammation
injections, hot-and-cold
treatments and a musclestretching program during his
layoff, recalled that a year
ago at this time he was
bothered by stomach-muscle
problems.
"Last year I pitched my
way through it, but this year I
decided I wasn't going to do
it," he said. "You don't know
what's going to happen. It's no
fun going out there and getting
your socks knocked off."
In the first game, Dan
Driessen hit a two-run triple

off Randy Jones in the first inning, Ken Griffey walked
before Foster hit his 18th
homer in the third, then
Foster was aboard on an error
in the sixth when Bench hit his
16th.
In the second game, Ray
Knight had a pair of runscoring singles, the second one
when Cincinnati erupted for
eight runs in the seventh inning, five off Padres relief ace
Rollie Fingers. Joe Nolan had
a two-run single in the outburst.
Astros 4, Giants 2
"With J.R. Richard out, I
have to win some ballgames,"
said Houston's Nolan"Ryan
winning for the first time since
June 19th. He did so thanks in
part to Enos Cabell's triple in

a two-run first inning and Baker homered and Steve
Craig Reynolds' decisive Yeager broke a tie with a
sixth-inning double that carsingle in the second.
Ryan struck out seven, ried the Dodgers past Atlanta
walked five and allowed four for their fifth victory in six
hits in seven rough innings games and the Braves' sixth
before Joe Sambito registered consecutive loss.
Garvey hit his 20th homer of
his Ilth save.
"Our team being in first the season in the second inning
place is a reflection of our and singled before Baker hit
bullpen," Ryan said. "I strug- his 20th in the fourth. Pedro
Guerrero singled and went to
gled the whole game."
But Houston Manager Bill second on Tommy Boggs' wild
Virdon observed: "I thought pitch before Yeager doubled
Nolan did a better job than to put LA ahead to stay.
Expos 4-3, Mets 3-4
usual. He kept us in the
Andre Dawson's 10th-inning
ballgame and that's all you
can ask of a pitcher. That's the single won the first game and
kind of pitching we need to extented his hitting streak to
stay in contention now that 19 games, the longest in the
league this year. It also matRichard is unavailable."
ched Montreal's club record.
Dodgers 5, Braves 3
Steve Garvey and Dusty But in the second game, with

the chance to provide more
heroics in the ninth inning, be
struck out and his streak en.ed.
The first-game single scored
Ron LeFlore, who had walked
and stolen second. In the
eighth inning, the Expos
scored three unearned runs to
halt Pat Zachry's scorelessinning streak at 27. The third
run was scored by LeFlore,
who stole home. In the
nightcap, Lee Mazzilli and
Jerry Morales homered for
the Mets. Mark Bomback took
a two-hit shutout into the
eighth inning, then surrendgred homers to Larry
Parrish and Rowland Office,
Neil Allen, the loser in the
opener, came away with his
18th save in the finale.

Wills Becomes Third Black Baseball Manager

Pathetic Mariners Take'New Direction'
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif. ( AP) —
The pathetic Seattle Mariners,
losers of 10 consecutive games
and 21 of 25 contests since the
All-Star break, have taken
what President Dan O'Brien
called a "new direction," with
former base-stealing star
Maury Wills at the helm.
The Mariners announced
Monday afternoon that Darrell Johnson, the only
manager the American
League team had ever known,
was being dismissed and
Wills, a star shortstop mostly
with the Los Angeles Dodgers
during his playing days, was
his replacement.
Wills made his debut as a
major league skipper Monday
night, but it made no difference as the Mariners lost
their 10th straight, an 8-3 setback at the hands of the
California Angels.
The loss dropped the
Mariners into last place in the
AL West, one game behind the
Angels.
Since his retirement as a
player in 1972, Wills has made

it clear that he wanted to be a
big league manager. He
becomes the third black to
hold such a position, following
Frank Robinson, who managed the Cleveland Indians from
1975-77, and Larry Doby, who
guided the Chicago White Sox
for part of one season after
that.
As far as being baseball's
third black manager is concerned, Wills said: "I hadn't
thought of it. But many times I
-wondered why I didn't get an
offer to manage in the major
leagues. I did a lot of soulsearching. I didn't come up with
anything feasible."
Johnson, owho managed the
Bcuston Red Sox to an AL pen,2 seasons
nant in 1975, lasted 3'
with the Mariners, who were
formed as an expansion team
in 1977.
Johnson, 52, guided his
teams to records of 64-98, 56104,67-95 and 39-65 this season.

Bullpen Coach Don Bryant
was also dismissed by the
Mariners.
"We appreciate everything
Darrell has done," O'Brien
said during a news conference
at Anaheim Stadium. "But we
want to take a new direction
and we think we have the man
to do it.
"I think he (Wills) was the
best baseball man available. I
hope he manages the way he
played, aggressive and effective."
Wills, 47, has been hired to
manage the Mariners through
the 1982 season.
Wills began his major
league career as a player for
the Dodgers in 1959 and in
1962, he stole 104 bases to
break the long-standing
record of 96 established by Ty
Cobb.- Lou Brock stole 118
bases in 1974 to break Wills'
mark.
Wills played with the

Dodgers until 1966, when he seasons and finished his
was traded to the Pittsburgh career with 586 stolen bases.
Pirates. He went to the MonWills managed four seasons
treal Expos after the .1968
Mexico —
season and was traded back to of winter baseball in
and 1973
Los Angeles during the 1969 at Hermosillo in 1970
campaign.
and at Mazatlan in 1978-79. His
He had a lifetime batting clubs made the playoffs all
average of .281 in 14 big league four years.
10

Murray South Loses,5-2
MADISONVILLE, Ky. — In
its second game in the
Madisonville invitational tournament,the Murray South Little League team was defeated
by Bremen,5-2, last night.
Murray took the first lead of
the game with a run in the first
inning, but Bremen struck
back to take the lead for good
with three runs in the second.
For Murray, Alan Hargis
and Jeff Clendenon each had
two hits, including a double, in
three at bats and scored a run.

Hargis also had one of the
team's two runs batted in.
Mike Garland, who started
the game for Murray and was
relieved by Hargis in the
fourth inning, had one of the
team's other two hits as well
as its other RBI.
Rodney Skinner had Murray's only other hit.
Murray continues in the
loser's bracket of the double
elimination tournament with a
9 p.m. game against
Hopkinsville tonight.
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Upsets Steinbrenner

At
Five
Points
Phone
7535782
Owner,
L.D. AD
Workman

Martin Opens
Can Of Worms
With New Book

place in the AL West, a
modern miracle.
Reggie Jackson, Billy the
Kid's onetime chief antagonist, is on a hitting binge
that has the Yankees rolling.
Billy is off the kickapoo juice
— by his own admission — and
is proving, as he has so often
done before,that as a field tactician he has few, if any,
peers. Steinbrenner, at peace
with himself and his pet sports
enterprise, has been maintaining slow profile.
So why open this old can of
worms?
New Hours: Mon.-Fri.
Greed, that's why. A
publisher's agent approaches
5:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Billy: Bare your soul, haul
Sat. 5:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
some skeletons out of the
closet, throw the spotlight on
We have a full line of tires (all tires carry road
some of the raunchy stuff that
hazard guarantee)
takes place behind closed
We Do minor repair and mechanic work (repair
doors in the players' lockerwork fully guaranteed)
rooms and you can be a
'
millionaire.
No sweat. Just talk into this
little machine. You don't even
Iro-r-tu-rui CirTilrittilliITTriiii I In have to compose. Somebody
•;,114111111-77Ti
else will do the writing. Tell it
like it was. Don't hold back
anything. If you have to gild
the facts a little, what the
heck, people will love it. The
juicier the merrier.
Heady stuff. It's enough to
tempt stronger men. The
question is: Is it worth it?
Truth of the matter is that
Martin-Steinbrennerthe
Jackson Follies got a trifle
boring on their first airing —
The Most Accurate Wheel Alignment Available
live and in living color. The
taped reruns are as soporific
[NMI We have just added the best priced 1
as a Joe Frazier hook
to our selection.
Billy calls his boss an ugly brand name shocks
name. The gate. The fans
squawk. Forgiveness. A barf
beleacins.
[ We she immitaqmotertzed
rchmincident. "Billy, you're is
fired." R-tt Yankees go into a
753-1409
tailspin. Hurry, bring Billy
Murray, Ky.
1105 Pogo*
back. Another fracas. "Billy,
you're fired." This time, for
7•
1
FT171 I t 51
keeps.

Gulf
Like To
ee Our Customers
Leave Smiling!

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — After
three weeks of virtual isolation from the outside world at
the Moscow Olympics it's time
to catch up on what you've
missed on the sports pages.
What's the first headline
that meets your eyes?
"Billy Martin Says His Office Was Bugged by Ex-Boss
George Steinbrenner."
"Steinbrenner Calls Martin
Book 'Sensationalism' and
'Garbage,' Seeks Ban on
Publication."
Getting up to date, and
checking the standings you
see Steinbrenner's Yankees,
rallying from their 1979 collapse, leading the American
League East by a comfortable
margin. Next door, there are
Billy Martin's Oakland A's,
the late doormats of the circuit, holding down second

Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment
The First In This Area With
Infra-Red Wheel Alignment
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If You've Been
Thinking About
Adding A New
Living Room
Suite, Why Not
ADD A SLEEPER
INSTEAD?
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We Have All Sizes
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Knows Ship Is Not Going To Sink

Wills Wishes Seattle Had Woii

Major Leagues
Sports- In Brief

At A Glance

AMERICAN LEAGUE
By The Assedetai Pres.
OLYMPICS
EAT
WS ANGELES AP) - The canal
BAJMAALL
W
L
PO4.421
NEW YORK )AP)
mascot a the 1181 Olympic Games in
Bob Horner of
Nhe Yet
86 3a
.699 Lea Angeles will be an eagle with the
the Atlanta Braves was named National
lialturturv
58 44
NA
7
League Player of the Month for July
patriotic name al Sam, officials anDane
56 45
8/
1
2
*4
nounced
Horner
hit
A red, white and blue ear aim
327
in
21
games,
with
34 hits
Mdwinitee
56 419
VS II
was unveiled as the official emblem of
in 104 times at but He added 32 ma batBaskin
53 50
1
2
.515 12/
the
ted
Games
m
and
in Los Angeles
acceed
more
27
His
total
of
14
Cleveland'
51 10
510 13
homers for the month wee one illy of the
lA00C President Peter V Ueberroth
Toronto
45 57
441 70
said
major
the
league
1164
record
Games will be managed for
for
July
WENT
the fire tune by a non-private organizaKansas QtyII 40
611
tion,
incorporated
under the tees of
Oaldand
51 13
NEW YORK (AP)- Pat Zachry of the
105 12
California
New York Meta was voted NL Pitcher of
Texas
481 141
50 54
/
2
the Month for July Zachry was 4-0 in J
Minnesota
47 58
448 18
T'ENNIB
Chop
, with three shutouts linden earned run
447 18
46 57
WI.UMBUS, Ohio API - Steve
average of 1 40 He allowed just seven
Odiforrua
N 64
379 33
Docherty upset Tun Gulhason 74,6-010
runs m 45 innings,striking out 26 batters,
Seattle
N 66
.371
first-round play of a 175.000 tennis tourwalking 11 and allowtng 35 hits
Maiday's Gems
NEW YORK ( AP)- Bake McBride of
on 7, kilheligkee 2
Iii other matches seventrneeded Bob
the Philadelphia PNIlles was named
Cleveland 11, Toronto 5
Lutz downed Ferch Taygan 61, 31, and
Player of the Week in the National
Kansas City 6, Detroit 5
Sandy
Mayer trtumplied over John
League McBride hit 600 for the week on
New York 10, Texas 4
Seaver 6-1,6-3
California 8, Seattle 3
12 luta in 20 nme•at bat He had one douINDIANAPOLIS
( AP) - Dana Gilbert
Oekland 11, MInneauta 2
ble, scored three runs and drove in tour
defeated Australian Elizabeth Little, 6-0,
Only games 'deckled
more as the Philips wn four of six
4-6,
6-2
and
JoAnne
Russell beat Jeanne
games
Toeethey's Gimes
DuVall, 7-5, 6-4, in the first round of the
Milwaukee (Caldwell 9-7) at Balton
$350,000 tournament at the Indianapolla
(Eckersley 6-10), (n)
BOWLING
Sports Center
Chicago i Hoyt 441 at Baltimore (Stone
DAVENPORT,Iowa )AP)- Jim God16-4), In I.
man charged into the top seethed pow tion
Seventh-seeded Muna Jaissovec of
Toronto Kucek 3.5 at Cleveland
'Monday night
going Into the finals of the
Yugoslavia witBdrew due to an arm inGrimsley 341, in)
Pro Bowlers Assonaton's $65,000 Quad
jury that has kept her out of action since
Texas (Jenkins 141 at New York 'John
Cities Open
the French Open
15-4),(n)
Godman averaged 250 for his first four
In men's play, Australian Kim WarKansas Qty (Leonard 114) at Detrutt games
of the sixth round He surpassed
wick downed Shlomo Ghclistem, 6-2, 6-3,
(Mae 114), (n).
previous leader Jeff Valentine and inand Cohn Dibley lost to fellow Australian
Seattle (Banniater 6-10- at Qildornia creased
his lead to 189 pins at the end
Paul Kronk 6-3. 74.
(Bakal 3-I), In).
/Minnesota (Konen. 94) at Oalciand
(Langford 104) (n )
NATIONAL LEAGUE
•
EAST
L
W
Pet GB
Montreal
.563 58 45
56 47
Piaster&
2
.544
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
Philadelphia
54 47
.535
3
BASEBALL
National Football League
New Yost
51 53
7/
1
2
4610
American
ATLANTA
League
FALCONS-Announced
St Lams
46 57
447 12
MILWAUKEE BREWERS -Optioned that Brad Dessau, linebacker, left camp
Cliche°
420 141
42 M
/
2
John Flinn, ptcher, to Vancouver of the of his own volition. Cot Mike Babb,
WENT
Pacific Coast league, and purchased the defensive back; Ricky Barden and
licarton
.558
St 46
contract of Fred Holdsworth. pitcher, Donald Burrell, cornerbacks; Ronald
Lie Angeles
.552
58 17
from Vancouver.
Bones, linebacker; Sammy Banks and
.523
Clinsinati
56 51
3/
1
2
Garrel Griffin, wide receivers, and
181
San Francisco
51 55
8
NEW YORK YANKEES-Acquired Jerry
Copeney, running back
443 12
San Diego
47 59
Aurelio Rodnquez, third baseman,from
Atlanta
412 12
46 56
the San Diego Padres for an undisclosed
DALLAS COWBOYS-Announced the
ilareby's Games
amount of cash.
retirement of Burton Lawless, guard.
Montreal 43, New York 34, le game
SEATTLE MARINERS-Fired DarKANSAS CITY CHIEFS--Cut Rob
10 innings
rell Johnson, milliner, and Named Martinovich, offensive tackle, Mike
(bcinnei 741, San Diego 1-2
Maury Wills manager, with a two-year BrewIngton and Ronald Stokes,
Las Angeles 5, Atlanta 3
contract.
linebackers; Gerald Jackson, safety;
Haulm 4,Sin Francisco 2
Joe Robinson, offenshat lineman, and
Only geese scheduled
National Lessee
Eric Johnson, defensive back.
ATLANTA BRAVES-Recalled
WsGenes
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Waived Joe
Rafael Ramirez, shortstop, from the Beeson,
Pittebtrgh (Candelaria 7-10) al Chicago
wide receiver.
Richmond Braves of the International
(Reuschel 7-9).
League. Placed barvell Blanks, in&Louts (Fulghem 3.5 at Philadelphia
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Cut Tanya
fielder, on the designated for reassign- Webb and J J. Stewart,
(Ruthven 10.7), (n).
defensive ends,
ment list.
New York (Nadia II) at Montreal
and Allen Anderson,cornerback.
NEW YORK MEIN- Reactivated Ray
(Gulbcken5.1),(o).
NEW YORK GIANTS-Traded Randy
Burris, pitcher, from the disabled list. Dean, quarterback,
Los Aegean (Gob 4-7) at AtNnta
to the Green Bay
Designated Jose Cardenal, outfielder, Packers in exchange
(Niekro 314), (n).
for an undisclosed
San Diego (Mura 41) at Cincinnati for future assignment.
future draft choice.
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Called up
(Maim 7-3), lit). .
STIOULS CARDINALS-Cut Don
San Freckles (Stember 0.01 al Houston Barry Evans, infielder, from Hawaii of Gaddy, placekicker, and
Ken Rosenthal
the Pacific Coast League.
(Forsch 140), (n).
and Austin Chariness, punters.

Transactions

By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
"I wish we could have won,
but the ship's not going to sink
tonight," Maury Wills said
Monday night after his unsuccessful debut as a major
league manager.
But if Wills had consulted
the standings, he would have
seen that the ship - alias the
Seattle Mariners - did indeed
sink ... into last place in the
American League West.
The defending champion
California Angels rallied in
the late innings to hand the
Mariners their 10th consecutive setback 8-3 - Seattle
has lost 21 of 25 games since
the All-Star break - and
climb out of last place for the
first time since June 6.

- AL Roundup
"Before the game, I thought
I would be shaking like a leaf
when I took out the lineup
card, but! wasn't," said Wills,
who became the third black
manager in major league
history shortly after the
Mariners fired
Darrell
Johnson. "I felt relaxed,
maybe!shouldn't have."
In other AL action, the New
York Yankees battered the
Texas Rangers 10-4, the Kansas City Royals edged the
Detroit Tigers 6-5, the
Oakland A's buried the Minnesota Twins 11-2, the Boston
Red Sox trounced the
Milwaukee Brewers 7-2 and
the Cleveland Indians shelled
the Toronto Blue Jays 11-5.
Baltimore and Chicago were
idle.
Jason Thompson doubled
twice to drive in three runs for
California. His two-run double
broke a 3-3 tie with Iwo out in
the bottom of the seventh. A
one-out infield hit by Larry
Harlow chased Seattle starter

Palmer Is Sentimental
Favorite Again In PGA
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(AP)- money list and to improve on
Tom Watson, Lee Trevino, that would be difficult. There
Hale Irwin, Gary Player, An- are some awfully fine players
dy Bean, Jack Nicklaus, and who would have something to
for the sake of sentiment, Ar- say about it."
nold Palmer.
Trevino, second this year in
Those are the names of the earnings with just under
players mentioned as $300,000, blitzed the treefavorites in the 1980 Profes- shaded course in 275 strokes to
sional Golfers Association win the 1968 US. Open. Four
Championship which gets new holes have been added,
under way Thursday on the but 'Twitty - at 6-foot-5, a
par-70, 6,964-yard Oak Hill physical opposite of Trevinosaid he doubted the new layout
Country Club east course.
would(favor any particular
Does omission from the constyle.
tenders bother Howard Twit"I've always felt that it
ty? Not in the least.
doesn't matter what kind of
"If that's the worst thing course you're on - if you're
that ever happens to me, I'll playing well, you'll do well,"
be happy," said the sixth-year he said. "If I had to pick out a
pro, who posted his second strong point for myself, it
tour victory two weeks ago might be putting, but I don't
and recorded a scintillating believe in strong points. Your
opening-round 64 last week game has to be pretty well
before faltering in the together to do very well."
Philadelphia Golf Classic.
Twitty, 31, who has shot in
"You have to be realistic. the 60s in 12 of his last 16
Last year, I was 15th on the rounds, had not won on the

tour until a tournament at Endicott, N.Y., late last season.
But he has made steady progress, jumping from 139th on
the money list in 1975 to 51st
the next year, then 49th, 25th
and 15th last season with winnings of $179,619.
However, he refuses to
predict a continuation of the
upward curve or a victory
here which could set the golf
world on its ear.
"Winning and playing well
are two different things," he
philosophized. "Sometimes
the difference between winning and losing is the difference
between a good bounce or a
good break and a bad one. I
refuse to have my life determined by a good or a bad
bounce.
"You have the best field in
the world here, and if you
manage to finish among the
top four or five, you've played
awfully well."
Twitty said he was unim-

pressed by the four so-called
"major" tournaments - a
frame of mind sharply different from that of Palmer,
who aches to end a seven-year
drought in victories with the
PIA title he needs to complete
his slam of the Big Four. He
has won the US:and British
Opens and the Masters at least
once.
The 50-year-old superstar
said he had been running up to
nine miles a day to trim 20
pounds and get in shape for
the tournament.
-The thing with getting
older is keeping your concentration for four days. You
have to keep everything moving right in a tournament," he
said.
Watson, 30, who goes into
this event with five tour victories and $387,725 in earnings
this year, planned to arrive today, leaving himself two days
to limber up in pursuit of his
fifth major title.

Glenn Abbott in favor of Shane
Hawley, who walked Rod
Carew and allowed a gametying RBI-single to Don
Baylor before Thompson's
blow.
SeatUe, which trailed 2-0
after six innings, had taken a
3-2 lead in the seventh on a
tworun double by Bill Stem
and an RBI-double by Bruce
Bochte.
"The club had spirit and
togetherness in the dugout and
showed me something by corn-ing from behind," Wills said.
Indians 11, Blue Jays 5
Joe Charboneau, Jorge Oris, Bo Diaz and Rick Manning
all homered to pace Cleveland
to its 10th victory in the last 12
games. Charboneau connected off Paul Mirabella in
the second inning while Orta,
Diaz and Manning all
homered off Tom Buskey. Otis
in the sixth, Diaz
and Manning an inning later.
Two batters later, Buskey
threw three high-inside pitches to Miguel Dilone, who
had a pair of RBI-doubles
earlier. Plate umpire Bill
Haller warned Buskey after
the first one and ejected him
after the third.
"The worst rule in baseball
is the designated hitter," said
Haller, who also thumbed Tex-

as' Bob Babcock and California's Bruce Kison this season
for the same reason. "That's
what you get ( brushbacks
because the pitcher doesn't
bat any more. I just didn't
want it to get started, or for
anyone to get hurt."
"We as a club have certain
ways to pitch certain hitters
and that may be our situation
with him (pitching Mine inside)," said Buskey. "What
did you see? That's what happened, three balls inside.
That's all I want to say. That
was the umpire's discretion."
Yankees 10, Rangers 4
Reggie Jackson slammed
his 30th home run of the
season and 399th of his career
and Eric Soderholin and Bobby Brown also homered in
New York's 14-hit attack. Winner Tom Underwood went six
innings, giving up two hits and
one run, while loser Gaylord
Perry lasted only 31-3 innings
in which he was tagged for six
runs on nine hits. Al Oliver
and Buddy Bell homered for
Texas. Jackson's homer off
Dave Rajsich in the fifth inning tied him with Al Kaline for
19th place on the all-time list.
"I hope to hit No.400 in front
of my father, Martinez
Jackson, who will be here
from now on until I hit it," said

Jackson. "I feel that 400 home
runs means recognition as a
good ballplayer. Perhaps 500
home runs means the Hall of
Fame automatically. But 400
homers, 1,500 RBI and 2,500
hits - and maybe 250 wins if
you are a pitcher- puts you in
the super star class.
"When I was young and in
the league five or six years,
people got excited and said I
was a super star, but I think it
takes the test of tune, like Ted
Williams, Willie Mays, Henry
Aaron."
Royals 6,Tigers 5
Frank White drilled a
tiebreaking solo homer off
Dan Schatzeder with two out
in the ninth inning as Kansas
City snapped Detroit's winning streak at five games.
White also squeezed home a
run in the second inning after
Willie Aikens'two-run single.
Darrell Porter's solo homer
gave the Royals a 4-3 lead in
the sixth inning but the Tigers
tied it on Alan Trammell's
RBI-double and took a 5-4 lead
in the seventh on Lance Parrish's home run but KC's
George Brett evened it with a
homer in the eighth, extending
his hitting streak to 17 games.
A's 11, Twins 2
Rickey Henderson singled,
stole his 54th base of the

season and hit a two-run
homer in an eight-run firstinning
bombardment,
Oakland's biggest inning in
four years. The A's won their
54th game of the season, matching their total of last year
when they finished 54-108 and
last in the American League
West. They are now second
with a 54-53 record under new
Manager Billy Martin. Jeff
Newman also homered while
Steve McCatty scattered nine
hits in a route-going performance and Dave McKay and
Jeff Cox contributed two-run
hits in the big first inning.
Red Sox 7, Brewers 2
Rookie Glenn Hoffman hit
his third major league homer
and second in as many nights,
a two-run shot in the third inning that ignited Boston's victory while Steve Ftenko and
Bob Stanley checked the
Brewers on five hits. Hoffman
also doubled to chase
Milwaukee starter starter
Reggie Cleveland and touch
off a three-run seventh. Hoffman's homer gave him seven
hits in his last eight atbats.
"It's a matter of confidence," said Hoffman, who
is replacing injured third
baseman Butch Hobson and
has boosted his average from
.230 to .235.

Murra Home
& Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

ARI

Splits Most Woods In A
Single Stroke!

1.1.1#111tiocs-t
NICO
11- IF-II

I

Takes The Hard Work
Out Of Log-Splitting
...Does The Job
Faster And Easier
Than Ever Before

Special
f)$31.95

QUANTITIES
LIMITED

Rubbermaid

While Supplies Last

now

Ainfataie

.99 BA
RGAIN
HARDWARE STORE '
(F

10

Boyd's
Auto Repair

Shock Sale!
Deluxe Heavy Duty
1 3/16" Bore Shocks

753-1750

209 Se. 7th

*Total Auto
Repair Service*

Heavy-duty molded container is built to take abuse!
Holds up under extreme hot and cold temperatures
Will not rust or dent. Steel-wire latches lock refuse and
odors in and stray animals out. Sturdy handles and

OF THEMOVIII

hand-grip recesses for easy am. in!.

covER'v

WEST BEND.

NOW ONLY

$128

COOLING SYSTEM

*Radiators
*Air Conditioners

Regular 11999 Menute<lurer S Suggest.] LII

Electronic
Tune-Ups
AIL MIA IIIIC
1
,
1.18/11S11•
Sian

ROUGHNECIC*
30-Gal. REFUSE CONTAINER

Get ready for winter driving
now and SAVE. Stop in today
at your participating NAPA
outlet for a set of Deluxe
Heavy Duty Shocks.

4170SHOCKS

Transmission
Repairs

Murray Auto Parts
605 Maple St.
Murray, Ky. 753-4424

Gerrald Boyd Owner
1/2

Ii

VAUJE
OF THE
Master
While
Searles Last

MECHANIC,

HotPot
HEAT and
SERVER
Qametities
Limited

now

8.

2 to 6 CUP

now
.......--/QUANTITIES
LIMITED

26-IN. 8-PT. CROSS
CUT HAND SA
Professional quality of-nickel alloy If
has 4-way tapered grind and is precision bevel filed and set Also featur
a walnut-stained hardwood handl
and a I

9.

tempetatoce
settingS

•.
While Searles Last

This almond pot wit chocolate bands heats water quickly
- for instant beverages and also heats canned
foods A fivetemperature adjustable heat control turns it into • warm
server, too. Dial to gets rolling boil, a gentle simmer
or to
maintain serving temperature
53106
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New Arabian Horse Farm
Offers Versatile Breed
For Riding, Showing
112.
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A MARE AND HER FOAL never stray too far from each other in the
paddock in their first few months together.

•
THE SITE FOR REE-MAR ARABIANS still requires some renovation on the old Taylor-Smith farm. The newly built
barn is shown in the background, with some of the plowed dirt where the paddocks have been prepared in the
foreground.

With the opening of Bee-Mar the Arabians are easily trainArabians in Murray for the ed and that,once that has been
purpose of breeding and sell- accomplished, they aping Arabian horses, the preciate the attention of peoavailability of the most ver- ple.
satile horse in existence for
"I think they love people
the people of the region, with a deeper appreciation
especially children, is the than a dog does," Jewell said.
primary interest of owners "They are more tractable
Howard and Faye Jewell.
than the thoroughbred is. If
The two have been working you let them know what you
on rennovating an old barn want correctly,they will do it.
and preparing the paddocks
"It is a smaller type horse
on the Old Taylor Smith farm,
(standing from 14 to 15 hands,
whose facilities are approxusually). It is easier kept and
imately 100 years old, since
very intelligent.",
their return to Murray in April
When an Arabian horse is
this year.
The Arabian horse, accor- fully mature, Jewell says that
ding to Howard Jewell, is the its usefulness extends from
breed from which so many of the task of leading a wagon to
today's more specialized making a competitive apbreeds, including
the pearance as a show horse.
"They have probably gone
thoroughbred and the quarter
horse, originated. It is also the 5,000 miles on endurance
one breed to which another rides," Jewell said. "There
may be crossed and still have are more Arabian horses in
its offspring registered as the United States than
anywhere in the entire
half-Arabian.
An even temperament is world."
another reason the Arabian
He says that they can used
horse is such a reliable horse in this area for trail rides or
for owning. Jewell says that for making appearances in the

show ring. He plans to sell his
stock through the farm so that
he can be certain his horses
are going to compatible
owners.
He does not plan to have
over 15 head at one time, with
a turnover in his stock being
made regularly.
Jewell is starting his operation by bringing in two fiveyear-old stallions from
Hobart, Indiana along with
two broodmares and their
foals from Canada as well as
three two-year-old fillies. He
already had a 19-year-old
stallion and a 20-year-old
broodmare.
Jewell has donated one of
his foals to the Murray High
booster club for the band's apMacy's
pearance
in
Thanksgiving Day parade.
In its appearance on the
court square with its dam,the
young colt was very receptive
to the attention of the people
and neither it nor the mare
was bothered by the crowd.
Jewell also offered some
history about the Arabian
horse.

He said that the Arabian
horse has been bred pure since
ancient times and that 20
years ago, it was essentially
the same as it is today.
In 1689, 1706 and 1724, three
Arabian stallions were imported into the British Isles
where they were crossed with
the Royal Mares of Charles II.
Thus, practically every
thoroughbred today stems
from the bloodline of one of
those stallions.
The saddlebred, Morgan
horse and Tennessee Walker
also can be traced back to
those lines.
In 1765; the first recorded
purebred Arabian, named
Ranger, appeared in the
United States. Ranger first
stood in Connecticut, but was
later purchased by George
Washington who took him to
Virginia to stand at stud.
Jewell and his wife plan to
have any open house
sometime in the fall when the
weather is much cooler. He
will offer demonstrations of
the broad abilities of the Arabian horse.
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UNLOADING THE NEW STOCK, Howard Jewell prepares to lead one
of his excited new five-year-old stallions to its stall after taking it off the
van in miserable rainy weather.

ALTHOUGH MORE ACCUSTOMED TO HIS NEW SURROUNDINGS, this Arabian
stallion is kept in his stall to avoid the heat.

ROLLING AROUND IN ITS STALL, this stallion enjoys a little frolic in the
dirt.

REF-MAR ARABIANS OWNER HOWARD JEWELL shows how easy it is to handle this
even-tempered Arabian foal standing with its dam.

A PAIR OF TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLIES share the water tub where Abe Arabian horses show their discipline by waiting
in line for their turns.
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CCHS Band Leaves For Camp

At The Movies*

I*
(R•vi•rys Of Current Movies At Murray Th•otros)
By KENT FORESTER

NM/

Honeysuckle Rose:
Willie Nelson Vehicle

By Abigail Van Buren

Oldsters Not Ready
For Wheelchairs Yet

Dana my hide if it ain't
another movie about Texans
and their honkey-tonks. This
one has Willie Nelson, Dyan
Cannon, Slim Pickens
(naturally), Lone Star Beer,
Levis, and More good ol'boys
than you can shake a stick at.
The main question is, can
you enjoy Honeysuckle Rose
without being a Willie Nelson
fan? The answer is, it's going
to be hard. The movie is
basically a Willie Nelson vehicle. As Huck Bonham, a
country-western singer who
has spent the last 20 years on
the road singing to drunks,
Willie Nelson sings about fifteen songs, twice in duets with
Cannon, twice`with his guitar
player, Amy Irving, once with
Emma Lou Harris, and a
whole pack of times by
himself.
Between songs there is a
triangle going on. At the base
of the triangle, naturally, is
Nelson. At another corner is
Dyan Cannon as Nelson's
stay-at-home wife. And in the
third corner is Amy Irving as
the young guitar player that
Nelson takes a hankering to.
Irving should have known
she didn't have a chance.
Although she tells her father
(Slim Pickens ) that she's "all
growed up and haired all
over," she can't compete with

DEAR ABBY: I am 79 years young, and as an avid reader
of your column I was sadly disappointed in your response to
the gentleman from Minneapolis who requested your
FAMILY NIGHT PLANNED — Band director Cecil Glass,
parents and band members are leaving for band camp.
Highlight of the camp in Clarksville will be 'Family Night,'
Friday, Aug. 8, when parents can watch the band's per.
formance. For more information, contact Mr. and Mrs Hal
Winchester at 492-8475.

i

•
LEAVES FOR CAMP — Members of the Calloway County
High School marching band and rifle and drum corps left
Sunday to attend a band camp at Austin Peay State
University in Clarksville. They spend the week working
on formations and drills.
vitsitilssors•stootassissisestsesissistsirwasksimmov,

THE ACES'IRA G CORN, JR
"A secret is too little for
one, enough for two, and too
much for three." -- Jeremiah Howell.

PREPARE FOR CAMP — CCHS band and rifle and drum
corps members eagerly await the band camp at Austin
Peay. The band had performed 'lily 21 for President Car.
ter during his trip to Henderson.

Director Appointed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Dr. John W.Sweeney,
52, development director at
the University of MissouriColumbia since 1968, will take
over a similar position
Wednesday at Western Kentucky University.
Western president Donald
Zacharias, who made the announcement, said Sweeney's
salary would not be announced until the appointment is approved by the Board of
Regents Sept.6.
He said Sweeney will coordinate all university advancement programs, including
those of individual colleges,
service units and athletic programs.
Sweeney has 14 years exdevelopmental activities including major expansion of fund-raising efforts
at Missouri, he said.
Zacharias said establishperience in

ment of a development office
was a top priority at Western,
because increasing private
donations is one way to offset
cutbacks in state appropriations for Western.
During his time as development director at Missouri,
Sweeney established a fundraising board of directors,
organized a $10,000-to-8100,000
major gift organization, lined
up 600 corporate donors and
began a campaign for construction of an alumni center
at the Columbia campus,
Zacharias said.
Sweeney, a Navy veteran,
received a doctorate degree in
English literature at the
University of Detroit. He also
has served in various positions
at the University of Michigan,
including manager of publications and promotions, acting
director of the development
council, and manager of the
annual giving program.

After the nine of spades
held, I was able to run off
six spade winners to put the
clamps on West. Having to
come down to five cards, he
blanked his heart ace and
There were some aggres- held on to four
diamonds
sive bids made to reach (had he
discarded a
today's pushy spade game. diamond, a simple
diamond
And after the clues provided finesse would
have brought
by everyone's bidding, there in the
suit).
were few secrets left for the
NORTH
8-5-A
play. The hand was played
in the District 16 Grand
•Q7
National finals which my
•754
•A 106 3
team was fortunate enough49742
to win last April.
I must admit that my
WEST
EAST
41108
final bid of four spades was +32
•Aio862
QJ9
stretching things a bit and
•Q974
485
there are times that I pay •J5
46 AKQD36
dearly for my tendency to
SOUTH
overbid. Luckily, on this
•A K9654
occasion the opponents had
•K3
to pay as I ran off with an
•K J2
unmakable game.
+83
East overtook West's club
Vulnerable: None Dealer:
jack and tried two more West. The bidding:
high clubs, hoping to proWest
North East
South
mote himself a trump trick
Pass
Pass
14
1
(had he switched to hearts, I
Dbl.
Pass
24
2*
34.
3•
Pass
would have had no chance).
4*
Pass
Pass
I ruffed the third round of Pass
Opening lead: Club jack
clubs with my spade nine
and heaved a sigh of relief
when West could not overWhen West threw four
ruff.
hearts and the queen did not
Now an analysis of the show, it became obvious
bidding made my game a that West had the guarded
probable shot instead of a diamond queen. Now a low
reckless venture. West's heart away from the king
negative double and club felled the heart ace and the
raise surely marked him
overly ambitious game
with the heart ace and most came home.
probably with the diamond
queen. And since East did
Bid with Corn
not bid two hearts over
West's negative double, South holds 8-5-8
•AK9654
West was bound to have had
k3
five hearts and East no
•K J 2
more than three.
483
South
I•

Gasohol
MORE ENERGY FOR
HIS TOMORROWS
GASOHOL is a generic term lor a motor uel hats
90% gasane and 10% alcohol The alcohol in
t ASOHOL is Ethanol It is produced by fermenting and distiliing agricultural crops such as corn
wheat timber. and sugar cane Since American tar mers grow new crops each year GASOHOL is
our only RENEWABLE motor I uel Unlike petroleum we cannot run out of it someday Many farmers
. all il Liquid Solar Energy because Mew crops are grown by the sun
GASOHOL HAS MORE POWER
lire 0*, alcohol raises octane 30,4 points The nigher octane reduces or eliminates engfne
knock and ping GASOHOL s higher octane also Cuts engine dieseling and run back

GASOHOL BURNS
COOLER AND CLEANER
GASOHOL s cleaner burning characteristics cut harmful carbon deposits and S001 buildup This
lessens Inclpon and reduces heal buildup in your motor tor longer engine Me
GASOHOL IMPROVES
ENGINE LIFE
Uri-retouched photos show the elects Ot over 55 000 miles of continuous GASOHOL use MAR
CAM industries Inc of Giensiae PA tested a totally unmodified 1978 Toyota Corolla for over one
rear under normal driving conditions in thirty slates

GASOHOL PREVENTS
GAS LINE FREEZE UPS
lhe alcohol in GASOHOL is a de-ice,and prevents Ireeze-ups in cold winter driving GASOHOL
,
MUCH LESS EXPENSivE than commercial de-rers and yoc gel one gallon ot de,cing alcohol
in every ten gallons of GASOHOL

GASOHOL COSTS A FEW CENTS MORE THAN
REGULAR GASOLINE IS IT WORTH IT"
yes because GASOHOL Alves you more performance than regular GASOHOL is a Pugh octane
fuel Just aspremourn gasoline is a rew cents more than regular so fs GASOHOL Also GASOHOL
burns cOOler and cleaner which reduces friction and carbon buildup within your engine
GASOHOL improves engine life and thus saves money in the long run

WILL I FEEL A DIFFERENCE WITH GASOHOL"

ANSWER: Two spades.
Should be a better part score
and, if partner can bid again,
there may be a game.
--Send bridge questions to The Ares,
PG Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
For reply

CLAUDE PEPPER, FLORIDA, CHAIRMAN.
U.S. HOUSE COMMITTEE ON AGING
DEAR REP. PEPPER: I beg your forgiveness, and
the forgiveness of all others whom I may have
offended.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a girl, just turned 15. I am allowed to
date guys who drive regular cars, but my father won't let me
go out with a guy who drives a van. I think that's dumb, but
as long as I am living under his roof I have to do what he
says and keep my mouth shut, right?
My next question is this: When a guy calls up and asks me
to go out with him, is it OK if I ask him what I should sear,
o; isn't that considered cool'?
DUMB QUESTIONS
DEAR QUESTIONS: No questions are dumb if you
really want to know the answer.
In response to your first question: Right.
And when a guy asks you for a date, it's not (ink
"cool," it's smart to ask him what he has in mind. You
Wouldn't dress the same for a movie date as you
would for a basketball game.

July Special
New 1979 Scout

he'

' DEAR ABBY: I am a pushbver for young people. Four

Power Steering, Power Brakes, V-8, A/T,
Bench Seat
7,059.06
Invoice:
339.98
Year End All.
750.00
TTB All.
$5969.08

young employees who work with me have borrowed money
from me for "personal emergencies.- The smallest amount
was $300. Not one of those who owes me has ever mentioned
the debt, or made any effort to repay even a part of it. One
debt is three years old. (By,the way, I didn't ask for any
interest on my money, nor did I ask anyone to sigri a note.)
All four co-workers are very friendly to me, and none
seems embarrassed about his non-payment. I am far from
wealthy and could use the cash myself, as I shall be retiring
soon. How shall I handle this?

Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc.

TIMID
DEAR TIMID: Try this: "Look, my young friend,
you have owed me $
for
months. I've said
nothing, hoping you would recognize the importance
of keeping your credit good. You will hurt yourself in
the future more than you hurt me now if you don't
face up to the responsibility of paying your honest
debts, so how about it?(P.S. Never lend money — not
even to your brother — without an IOU.)

U.S. 441 Smith Murray, Ky. 42071
IMO/

it

• •.
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

RAVENS

STUDENT
SUBSCRIPTION

$295°
Anywhere in the
U S for 9 months

Enclosed is my check for $29.50 for a student subscription for nine months.

NAME

E. Main
Murray, Ky.

And

BELCHER OIL
COMPANY INC.
403 South L.P. Miller
Murray. Ky.

1-1300-626.5464

Don't leave school this fall without subscribing to The Murray Ledger &
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with local and county news of friends,
family and community — all a part of the Home Team.

SCHOOL

Martin Amoco

KY. (5021753- 1372

01111111E TEA

SHOULD I DO ANYTHING TO MY CAR
MUSE GASOHOL'

NOW AVAILABLE IN CALLOWAY COUNTY AT..,

Parts and Services
Available

Keep In Touch With The

Min GASOHOL s higher octane ye, Should notice more power and smoother running if your car
.no,ks or pings when accelerating or it it runs back and diesels when you shut it oh then
ASOHOL antI hell:,led.* these Problem.

modlicat.ns or adcAlrnenIS have 10 be made to run GASOHOL Just out GAS01-101 in your
T
ON*
act as a sol.eni a cleaner inthenar s envie This
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definition of "old age." You replied: "To recycle an old
cliche, old age, like beauty, lies in the mind of the beholder.
But I would say that you reached it when:
"You need your glasses to find your glasses.
"Yoy walk into another room and wonder what you went
there for.
"People start telling you you're looking good, but no one
says you're good-looking.
"You pass up a romantic encounter because you're
worried about your heart.
"You think today's policemen look like kids."
Your characterization of older people as sightless, absent
minded, ugry and sexless is unworthy °NI-1Z
thoughtful insights your readers expect of you.
President Eisenhower once said,."I'm saving that rocker
for the day I feel as old as I really am."
I know that he would consider the following more apropos
of old age then your reply:
"There is only one thing that old age can give you, and
that is wisdom." — S.I. Hayakawa
"Old age is ready to undertake tasks that youth shirks
because they would take too long." — Somerset Maugham
"As soon as a man acquires fairly good sense, it is said
that he is an old fogey." — Ed Howe
I'm told that President Eisenhower never used that
rocking chair. With kindest regards,

Dyan Cannon, whose bushy.
scraggly hair is as wild and
thick as the wool on a West.
.
Texas sheep in the dead of!
winter. So it is obvious that.:
Nelson, who has hair growing'
under his lip, on his cheeks, on',
his neck, from his nose, from
his ears, all of which ends in
two long pigtails, is not going
to stay long with a girl with
normal hair.
Honeysuckle Rose is a fairly
pleasant movie, though quite
predictable. Probably too
predictable. There are no surprises, little wit, and the love.
story, what there is of it'
between songs, is just not..
strong enough to carry the!:'
movie.
.
'
The dusty Texas at-:
mosphere makes an interesting backdrop,.though it
is quickly becoming as.,
familiar to movie and t.v.
viewers as the sidestreets of
Los Angeles. Willie Nelson,
whose face looks like it's been
etched by a Texas sandstorm,
does a workmanlike job in his first starring role, though he is
essentially playing himself.
But as I implied earlier,
unless you are a Willie Nelson
fan, the movie is nothing to get
excited over.
PG Rating: no violence, no
nudity, but a passel of midlevel four-letter words.

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

.

ZIP

S. 641 Amoco
Murray Ky

the

Murray Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-1916
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Italy's Leftists Organize To
Protest Rail Station Bombing

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

------1
•

••

California Condor Disappearing
From Its Share Of California Sky

to Mexico. Now fewer than 30 hopes to attach transmitters
survive to soar above the to at least eight condors. Five
Bj ROBERT McCARTNEY
mountains, scrublands and other unmated birds would be
VENTURA, Calif. ( AP) —
Associated Press Writer
freeways barely two captured and, with a male
concrete
The California condor — a
from smoggy Los condor at the Los Angeles Zoo,
drive
hours
giant, soaring relic of an
ROME (AP) — Italy's Comform three pairs for captive
Angeles.
earlier time — is fast disapmunists and other leftist
breeding.
and
t
Society
j'he
Audubon
pearing from its shrinking
political parties, after sufferHe said capturing the birds
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sersky.
Western
the
of
share
ing at the polls because of Red
vice are preparing a $2 would take several years. The
North
save
to
efforts
And
Brigades violence, have
million, decades-long pro- breeding lifespan of condors is
America's largest land bird
organized their full forces to
gram that includes breeding not known, but scientists say
a
opening
are
extinction
from
protest the suspected neocaptured condors and tagging they seem to mate for life. No
deep and sometimes bitter
fascist bombing at the
For the past four years
birds with solar-powered California condor has been
enthe
schism within
Bologna railroad station.
Italy's chronic urban guerrilla
radio munitors. Approved by born in captivity.
vironmental movement.
Biologists say captive
violence has tended to weaken
Congress last year, the project
Left-wing parties and unions
On the ground, the big
breeding should increase the
the left and particularly the
expensive
most
the
as
billed
is
organizing
in
lead
the
took
vulture is ungainly and unatCommunists, the largest
rescue ever tried for an en- number of offspring from the
Monday's demonstrations and
tractive. "But when they're
party in the West.
Marxist
birds, which apparently lay
species.
dangered
the
strikes to denounce
flying, they're just magnifiBut conservationists are only one egg every other year
.presumed terrorist a ttick
The Communists have
cent birds," said John
split over whether man and in the wild.
condemned
;Saturday, which killed 76 peo- repeatedly
Borneman of the National
"It's called doubletechnology are the condor's
„ple and injured 160. Red ban- violence and praised
Audubon Society.
hope for survival or the in- clutching," Snyder said. "If
prominently democratic methods. But the
were
:Ariers
airprehistoric
some
Like
you take an egg from the nest
struments of its oblivion.
I:'displayed at most of the party has acknowledged that
craft, the condor tucks its
ever going (for artificial incubation).
we're
if
doubt
"I
alohead aneglides above its
to be able to say the condor is they will lay another egg. That
main of bare, brown rocks and
secure. It's always going to happens in captivity with
Barbara McDonald, of Fort Campbell, digs clay in a
dullgreen chaparral. The wind
need man's help," said other species such as the Ancreek off jenny Ridge Road in preparation for a primitive
whistles softly as it curls black
an Audubon con- dean condor," a relative of the
Borneman,
pottery workshop at Empire Point in TVA's Land Between
wings that can span nine feet.
endangered California bird.
dor specialist for 15 years.
The Lakes. The workshop is one of many special activities
The condors, with roots
Borneman said descendants
"The condor's problem is
ranged
once
1
the
in
old,
featured
70,000-acre
years
public
demonstration
area.
10,000
8 Slammin'
ACHOSS
man's refusal to give it a of the captive condors would
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Cushion
(TVA Photo by Rick Schweinhad)
Sam
the Pacific Coast from Canada
chance to recover on its own," be returned to the wild after
4 Urges on
9 Affirmative
A
SSET AD 0,
said David Brower, veteran of being taught to survive.
9 Sweet potato 10 Beverage
A
Borneman said research is
11 Deface
'2 Ventilate
four decades of environmental
13 Fortification 16 Coulee
battles and founder of Friends vital because "it looks as if the
14 Guido's nigh 18 Let ifstand
of the Eath. "We should not population has been declining
20 Tally
note
try to make a synthetic condor by one or two birds each year"'
15 Filched
22 Jackets
A
17 Furniture
23 Beginning
(that is) dependent on human and no one knows why.
tern
Major losses occurred at the
24 Walk on
beings. That would be a kind
19 Small lumps 26 Prohibit
turn of the century, when colof immorality."
21 Make lace
27 Nergal's
Brower warns the intrusions lectors paid up to $250 each-for
domain
22 Prisoner
Brown also was an early ad- could do more harm than eggs. At least 200 birds were
• 25 Prohibit
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — "immeasurable ... his
28 Royal
29 Preposition
31 Wine drink
P U CEOS
The Rev. Bob Brown:a former presence in Lexington will be vocate of competency testing .good. Condors live 30 to 40 killed for museums displays.
NUE
34 New Zealand
. 30 Nut
The current problems,
of public school students, years, he said, so "we've still
state education official and sorely missed."
parrot
32 Biblical weed
church,
graduate of Georgetown which was adopted by the 1978 got time. Let's hold off and put Borneman said, include
A
Lexington
a
of
pastor
33 Inquire
36 Huntinig dogs 48 Solar disk
53 Girl's name
in every effort we can to give pesticides, indiscriminate
died of an apparent heart at- College and the Southern Bap- General Assembly.
35 corners
39 P ant
50 Greek letter 55 Pair
41 0 sturbance 51 Land was- 56 The self
37 Scold
Brown was originally nam- the wild bird a chance in its hunters, loss of habitat and
tack while addressing a scisool tist Theological Seminary in
44 T ansactions
38 Abound
other unrecognized factors.
ure
59 For example:
Louisville, Brown became the ed to the old state Board of own wild home."
administrators'meeting.
46 B emish
40 Ardent
52 Greek letter
Abbr
when he Education in 1972 by former
proposes He said only intensive study
controversy
of
pronounced
was
organization
His
center
50,
Brown,
42 Scale note
1 $ 6 7 6
1 2 3
9 10 11
dead Monday at University strongly backed state regula- Gov. Wendell Ford and was habitat protection — a 360,000- can reveal solutions.
• 43 Sedate
The state Fish and Game
Hospital.
tion of private, church-related chairman when former Gov. acre wilderness area in the
46 Obedient
13
12
14
UU
17 Meadow
Julian Carroll created the Los Padres National Forest Commission, meanwhile, is
He was addressing a crowd schools.
16
15
49 Portico
17U1$
The Boone County native Board for Elementary and north of Los Angeles — as the caught in the middle and has
of about 3,000 at a meeting of
50 Church digni21
20
19
the Kentucky Association of was chairman of the board in Secondary Education in 1976, primary alternative to captive responsibility for overseeing
tary
School Administrators at Ex- 1977 when it refused to ac- giving vocationalaeducation to breeding. It also urges curbs the operation.
54 Musical study 22 23
25 •24 27 29
24
"The commission is going to
67 Torrid
ecutive Inn West when he was credit 20 Christian schools for a new Board for Occupational on pesticides.
31
29
32
30
58 Paramour
failing to meet minimum state Education.
Friends of the Earth, allied want a lot of questions
stricken.
60 Haul
ki
34
35
Club, has answered before it considers
Brown was pastor of the standards. The schools went to
81 Girl's name
Brown was reappointed to with the Sierra
37UU
the
won
action any new application," said
eventually
Baptist
and
court
Trinity
court
threatened
3,000-member
41
40
36
42
38
Catches
.62
the new board by Carroll and
the Fish and Wildlife spokesman Joe Sheehan.
Church in Lexington, and was right in the state Supreme
.63 Also
48
44
4s
43
to serve as chair- against
continued
one of the most outspoken Court not to be regulated by man until he stepped down in Service and Audubon, which "They certainly don't want
DOWN
17
49
48
members of the old state the state in the areas of cur- September, 1977 in the midst supports the wilderness area anything to happen to any
Dance step
50 51 52
Board for Elementary and riculum, textbooks and of the Christian schools con- but contends it alone can't more chicks."
2 River island
54
ill
so
teacher qualifications.
save the condor.
Secondary Education.
3 Inundate
57
se
troversy.
4 Forecast
The U.S. Supreme Court last
The controversy boiled over
Lexington Mayor James
ill
5 Scale note
61
However, Brown, whose June 30 when one of only two
to review the
contriburefused
Brown's
May
said
Amato
U52
6 Unusual
tion to the community was state court decision, and term would have expired this known condor chicks died
7 Arrow
Brown was critical of both the year, was not named to a while being weighed and
and U.S. Supreme Court revamped 14-member Board measured as part of an
state
3-ewe&
of Education when Gov. John information-gathering phase
qE5
rulings.
GOODBYE SIR
NO, I'M SORRY..I NEVER
I DIDN'T A5k FOR A DATE!
Navy Aviation Fire Control
"A hamburger stand can Y. Brown Jr. put the two of the project. The surviving
DID 'fOU ENJOW TNANK
10-IE RE'S "I3A6646E RETURN'?
CATE THE PASSENGERS
now qualify as a school," he boards back together last chick apparently suffered no Technician 3rd Class Charles
L ftIGHT
LILIE
ARES,W PIANO'
N. Johnson, son of Charles and
month.
said at the time.
ill effects.
When he collapsed, Brown
"It's important to
The state Fish and Game June Johnson of 1604 Wiswell
understand that the state was rebuking arguments by Commission, which must ap- Road, Murray, has completed
board wasn't trying to say Dr. Frank Fortkamp, a San prove the federal program, the Basic Avionics ("aviation
what a church is, we were try- Francisco writer and educator withdrew its permits for the electronics" ) Technician
ing to say what a school is," he who is a proponent of plan pending study and hear- course.
During the 15-week course
tax-supported ings. That could delay the prosaid. "Now, without any abolishing
at the Naval Air Technical
regulation or control, anyone education.
gram by a year or scuttle it.
His survivors include his
in the name of religion will be
Greg Serrurier of Friends of Training Center, Millington,
NOT
DID YOU
able to teach children wife, Helen, a son, Jeff, 25, the Earth called the death "a Tenn., the students received
and a daughter, Amiee, 17. tragic loss that we feel was an instruction on the fundamenDROP
THIS
I JUST
anything at all."
Brown said he had "carried Funeral arrangements were avoidable tragedy" — proof tals of electronic circuitry and
TIME
A COIN
SAW PETE THE
on a one-man campaign to pending Monday.
condors are so sensitive that were introduced to the wide
IN HIS
PANHANDLER
CHECKS
Brown's funeral will be at no hands-on study can be variety of electronic equipraise standards. Now they've
CASHED
HAT2
WHY
ment items currently installed
said in effect there can be no 1:30 p.m. Wednesday at Trini- allowed.
NOT?
ty Baptist Church.
standards."
Fish and Wildlife biologist aboard Navy and Marine
Noel Snyder, who was at the Corps Aircraft. They studied
scene, agreed the death was airborne radar, communicatragic. But he said risks must tion and computer equipment,
be taken to learn why condors plus the technical manuals,
are disappearing and how to safety precautions and
5IM..iodfemhoe6v....
A IJ005T.
save them. "We contend the troubleshooting procedures
biggest risk — the risk to the used for maintaining each.
DIDN'T
I LOVE
PO YOU MIND
NOT AT
A 1977 graduate of Murray
whole species — is to do
KNOW
IT
I I GO JOGGING
ALL!
High School, he joined the
and gubernatorial candidates. nothing."
By The Associated Press
YOU
ON MV LUNCH
In the Democratic primary,
Herman
Borneman said the project Navy in August 1977.
Georgia's
LIKED
HOUR, SIR?
Talmadge, fighting for incumbent Gov. Joseph
JOGGING,
SIR
renomination after 23 years in Teasdale was challenged by
the U.S. Senate, faced five state Treasurer James
challengers at the polls today Spainhower. Incumbent
1. Legal Notice
while voters in Michigan, Democrat Sen. Thomas F. 1. Legal Notice
Missouri and Kansas also cast Eagleton, facing light opposivotes in primary elections for tion, was expected to win
renomination.
state and federal offices.
LEGAL NOTICE
In Kansas, where 1.18
For Georgia's 2.2 million
REVISION
OF
SUB-DIVISION
REGULATIONS ADOPregistered,
are
people
million
Senate
the
voters,
registered
TED BY CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH AND
race topped a ballot that in- Republican voters were choosPUBLISHED IN LOCAL NEWSPAPER FEBRUARY 1971.
cluded four congressional con- ing between Sen. Bob Dole,
THE FOLLOWING CHANGES HAVE BEEN APPROVED
seeking nomination to a third
tests.
BY THE CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH.
Talmadge,a Democrat, was term, and Jim Grainge of
SECTION 2. SUBMISSION OF SUBDIVISION PLAT. No
denounced by the Senate after Lenexa, a computer salesman
person, firm, or corporation shall develop any track of
an investigation of his making his first bid for public
land as a subdivision within Calloway County without
finances, and opponents hoped office.
first having obtained the approval of the Calloway
to hold him to less than 50 perCounty Health Department. No subdivision developcent of the vote, forcing a
ment shall be approved unless:
runoff election.
His challengers were U.S.
CHANGE:
Rep. Dawson Mathis, former
1. The size of each individual lot is adequate to acCASTRIES, St. Lucia (API
appeals court Judge Norman
commodate a private water supply and o private
Underwood, IA. Gov. Zell — Hurricane Allen thrashed
sewage disposal system with a minimum lot size of not
Miller, white supremacist J.B. westward across the Caribless than 25,000 square feet.
Decatur bean with winds up to 170
and
Stoner
2. The size of each individual lot is adequate to ac, THINK y01.1 N
t DOUBT IT, THEY'VE
miles an hour today in the
businessman John F. Collins.
commodate a private sewage system with public water
TURNED'
SEEN THE DEEP JUNGLE
the direction of Jamaica after
in
voters
Michigan,
In
supply with a minimum of 20,000 square feet.
THEM OFF,
• ‘;•.9'
HERDS—TONS OF IVORY
13th Congressional District, leaving at least eight dead,
COLONEL,
...TEMPTING!FOLLOW
SECTION 9. EFFECTIVE DATE: This regulation change
<
WITH
AND REPORT BACK,
which includes downtown hundreds homeless, and much
shall.become effective thirty days (30) ofter dote of
SERGEANT.
TALES OF
a suc- of the important banana crop
WE HAD
picking
were
Detroit,
r
TRIBAL
publication.
REPORTS OF
cessor to Charles Diggs. Diggs in St. I,ucia devastated.
",ePUNISHPOWEREP
The undersigned, R. 1. Cooper, states that he is
MENTS Z
resigned frOm the House and
St. Lucia's officials said
POACHERS
secretary of the Calloway County Board of Health and
FROM THE
is serving a three-year prison they were in the midst of a
that the foregoing regulation changes were duly adop_50UTOL MAY
term in Alabama for two "national disaster" and that
BIE THEM.
ted by the Calloway County Board of Health at a
felony convictions on payroll they feared the death toll
meeting held at Murray, Kentucky on the twenty
staff would rise. The storm left the
kickbacks from
nineth day of July 1980.
members.
island's main hospital
R. I. Cooper, Sec.
In Missouri, voters were powerless and minus part of
casting ballots for U.S. Senate its roof. -*
assemblies and marchers
shouted leftist slogans.
More than 40,000 people
assembled in the Communist
"showcase" city of Bologna
while 30,000 marched to the
Colosseum in Rome. Other
demonstrations were held in
Milan, Venice, Genoa, Palermo,and inan'y smaller cities.

4

i•-•

UUS
kill

some voters identify it with
the far-left gangs that have
murdered judges, business executives, journalists and other
so-called "agents of the
state."
In particular, a Communist
report said that the surge of
Red Brigades violence was
partly responsible for the
party's sharp losses in the
June 1979 national elections.
The Communists' vote fell
from 34 percent to 30 percent
in that ballot a year after the
Red Brigades kidnapped and
killed former Premier Aldo
Moro.
The Communist losses were
confirmed in regional and
local elections two months
ago '.political analysts say
that the party has also shed
some support among voters
who think it's too conservative. Some leftists
believe that the Communists
have "sold out" because of
their long-range goal of governing together with the more
Christian
conservative
Democrat party.
In any case the Communists
took full advantage of their opportunity to condemn the
"Bologna Massacre." Party
Secretary Enrico Berlinguer
wrote that the deadly blast
demonstrated the weakness of
the government of Christian
Democrat Premier Francesco
Cossiga, whom Berlinguer has
pledged to try to topple.
"Among all the comments
on the Bologna disaster,
nobody has pointed out the
most obvious and worrisome
political element: the emptiness of the government, the
desolate failure of the political
leadership to take innovative
initiatives that would be adeauate for our grave problems," Berlinguer wrote in a
front-page editorial in the party daily L'Unita.
"This ineptness among the
country's rulers objectively
favors subversive-,-- --antidemocratic efforts."
Other leftist parties also
mobilized to protest the blast,
believed to be the work of
of
because
neofascists
similarities to previous attacks claimed by the right.

By ROBERT LOCKE
AP Science Writer

Rev. Bob Brown, Well-Known
Minister, Educator Is Dead

Charles N. Johnson
Completes Avionics
Course At Millington

Talamadge Faces Five
Opponents In Georgia

Mmsulsts,CLASSIFIED ADS!

Hurricane Allen
Moving Westward
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice
MOTHER'S
MORNING OUT
First United
Methodist Church
Tuesday Mornings
Call 753-7421 or 7533812 for brochure and
enrolment form

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Delivery person. Apply in person Morgan Auto Paint,
Highway 94 East.
RN of LPN. Need extra
money?? Ideal part time job for
Murray nurse not working full
time. Perform health evaluations for life insurance applicants. Schedule your own
hours.(901) 424-2926 or write:
Mrs Couch, 516 Lambuth,
Jackson TN 38301.
Salaried full-time employee
with complete background in
secretarial skills; typing, shorthand, bookkeeping. Benefits
included. Send resume to P.O.
Box 596, Murray, KY 42071.

Fiberglass top for late model
MGB, 19" black and white poi
table t.v. Call 753-6080 or 7532212.
Victoria 200 tomato juicer We
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking. Does a bushel in 30
minutes, 522.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars '

53. Services Offered

1965 Dodge Dart, V8 CARPET CLEANING, free
MOUT NULTY,INC
automatic transmission, power estimates. satisfied references,
110 Lee/on me IOW on bone, lee
-tee Wee eel wow,
steering, 4-door Call 753- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean8611
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
FARMS HOMES
111USINESSIS
753-5827
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
50. Used Trucks
Pm. BOYD-MAJORS
K & K Stump Removal Do you
PROPERTT
1966 Chevrolet, long wheel need stumps removed from
REAL ESTATE
Listings
needed. Offices
with
base
topper,
$475
or
best your yard or land cleared of
753•8080
Coost to Coos, Buyers from
offer by Saturday 5 pm Call stumps? We can remove
16. Home Furnishings
Everysvhere ' Free" Cotoglog
''Protessninvl Services
753-2370
before
7
pm
stumps up to 24' below the
11/o
Tuucir
Antique furniture Call 436OOOOOOOOO Den 000 •
Street Realty
Ford grain truck, 2-ton, twin ground, leaving only sawdust
2506.
Sneer
and chips Call foi free
•
ITS A
hoist, Call 435-4115.
CANTERBURY
•
753-01E6
111
Antique oak 3 piece bedroom
Id
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
FACT
•
Anytime
1977
CLASSIC
GMC
Royal
Sierra
pickup,
suite,
walnut
finish
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
desk, Sears
Free gift wrapping is o
most
paver steering, brakes, winthe
For
cannister vacuum cleaner. 753•specialty at:
discriminating home
dows, AM-FM radio, good tires,
4801
ROOFING
1904404g,„1
Starks
46,000 miles. Call 753-6935.
buyer, this 4 BR., 3
Pvirdeon & Thurman
C•wees•rclel
For sale A chest freezer in
Hardware
tri-level B.V.
bath
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
Inserento &
Residential, Shiegk
good condition, about 2 years"You can tell
12th & Poplar
9. Situation Wanted
when it's political convention home is offered for
$1800. Call 753-5889.
. mod bulls-op reefs.
old. $200. Call 753-0751.
753-1227
R•al
Estate
time.
appraised
below
the
The
In-state college student will
customers say,'Take your time.'"
Roforeaces, all work
1977 Toyota pickup. 5-speed,
Southside Court Spoor e
9-1-1-21-A-A-11-4-8-11-R-fLILAA.4 babysit afternoons
market value for a
and nights. For sale. Refrigerator, $40;
new tires, extras. Excellent
goormotead. 731-4312
couch
and
Kentucky
chair,
Kerrey,
530;
end
sale.
You must
quick
condition, AM-FM stereo
Bible Facts. Free Store for the Call 753-9630.
or 759-111151.
43. Real Estate
table, $10; stereo, $50; bunk 30. Business Rental
153-4431
see the interior to ap•
Will do macrame. Can make bed, $75. Call 753-2801.
needy. 759-4600.
cassette. 753-4559, Dave. •
preciate the luxurious
hanging tables, hangers, etc.
boned
Electrician and gas in52.
Boats
and
Motors
quality, striking entry
Reasonably priced. Call 759- Maple half bed, sofa and chair. Large building for rent, 4 bays
stallation, heating installation
Restoration and copy
Call 492-8879.
REDIKEIM
in front, hoist, 2 back bays, exfoyer, great room with
Cannibal Casserole' Price Bass boat. 1640 Procraft, 150 and repairs. Call f53-7203
U work. West Kentucky's 1155 after 4 pm.
tra large room. Call 75-3-8581
Energy efficient home
fireplace, unique kit- chewed to the bone! You'll hp, V-6 Mercury motor, Al confinest. We can copy
Will haul anything that will fit Two Ethan Allen chairs, wing or see at 808
Licensed electrician, prompt,
know it's a go d
with free standing
Coldwater Road.
chen, master bedroom
when you dition. Best offer or will con- efficient
while you wait, and you
in a pickup truck. Will also do back; and reclinder with wood
service Free estimate
18x20). Huge walk-in see this _c
fireplace and central
bedroom sider trade. Call 753-4487.
never leave your • odd lobs. Call 753-5857.
arms. Sky blue naugahyde. Call
Call 435-4397
31. Want To Rent
U priceless original photo.
iced at $33,000. 35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer
closets. 2 car garage. brick h
gas heat and air 3
753-1552, Mrs. Max Carmen.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Call 753-1492. Century 21 Sedan Cruiser. Make
10. Bus. Opportunity Used restaurant
College student needs a room
Large lot. In 80's.
bedrooms,
bath
offer. Ofdishwasher in Christian home.
CARTER STUDIO
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask fice (314) 748-5561.
driveways and small jobs a
and den
Call
atThe Perfect
Wanted:
Interested
Has
investors,
home.
Call
753-5986.
304 Mom
753 8298
for Glenda.
speciality, also patching anc
Paducah, 898-3152.
tached green house and
20,000-25,000. For informa(314)471-8188
Combination
seal coating. 753-1537
17. Vacuum Cleaners 32. Apts. For Rent
extra lot thut may be
tion call 753-9163.
Luxury, with income.
5. Lost and Found
Hydrosport bass boat with 150
New
Eureka
Spacious
Industrial
vacuum
purchased
2
with
or
3
house
Mercury
trolling motor and Need work on your trees? ToppLost Two rods and reels at 14. Want To Buy
cleaner. Retail cost is 5250. Apartment for rent, $90 per
bedroom brick home
Located in Sherwood
locater. 52650. Call 753-9643 ing, pruning, shaping, comKirksey watershed Sunday mor- Accurate set of used "Doctor Must
plete removal and more. Call
sell, make an offer. 759- month, furnished. Inquire in
with 2 baths, central
Forest. Only S S5,500.
after 5 pm.
ning. 753-4129 or 753-0186. Scales". (Type using bar with 1207.
person after 2 pm, 1115 Olive.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
heat and air, range
Reward!
12'
Wildflower
weights). Call 753-1916 or 753sailboat
for
sale.
professional tree care. 753and refrigerator, lots
One bedroom furnished apartBeautiful brick home
Complete. Best offer 436- 8536.
6331 after 5 pm, ask for Lisa. 18. Sewing Machines
6. Help Wanted
of built-ins and
ment, Chestnut Street. Call
with sun porch, 'in the
2603
Mobile home, 12x52 Atlantic. 753-3134.
Painting, paperhanging, combeautifully landscaped
Assistant Controller. Accouncity. 5 bedrooms, 2
Central air, washer
53. Services Offered
mercial or residential. Farm
ting degree required. Com- Needed: Couch and chair. Call completely furnished,and dryer, Three room apartment, furnishlawn in excellent
baths,
with
full
dry
less
than
LOVE AT
petitive salary and good 759-1551.
neighborhood. All this,
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- buildings, etc. 20 years exed or unfurnished, 400 South
2 years old. Call 492-8212.
basement. Has 2 out"PURSE"
benefits, excellent opportunity 40" Used electric range; bales
plus
ing
apt
for
and
maintenance. perience. Free estimates. 759income.
6th Street. Phone 247-1459.
side storage buildings.
SIGHT'
for career advancement with 3f straw and hay; low mileage 19. Farm Equipment
References.
Guaranteed
work. 1987.
Located on shaded corAttractive 2 or 3
major corporation. Contact Per- used car. Call 435-4335.
Free
estimates.
Allis Chalmers lawn mower
Call
753-8948
Painting and remodeling; tree
7S3-8080
ner lot with nice garden
bedroom white brick
Nice furnished apartment for
sonnel Department, Communiafter 5 pm.
clearance sale. All mowers gotrimming and topping; odd
1 or 2 college girls with swim00
home on tree-shaded
area.
553,500.
ty Hospital, Mayfield, KY,(502)
ming pool privileges
A complete service, washers jobs. Call 753-9736.
Want to buy old milk bottles ing at or below invoice. 8-18
Call
lot across the street
247-5211.
Always wanted a home with
753-5865 days or 753.5108
dryers, air-conditioners, and PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
marked City Dairy PH Thornton, hp, new and used. B & G
Mee, Wiled 731 1013
from
the
old
Murray
Equipment, Paris, TN, 642after 6 p.m.
Custodians needed. Experience Murray, KY. Call 753-1761.
small acreage? This is an ex11/11ft Wiseman 753 117/
refrigerators. Call 759-1322. VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years ex:ony Sloneetee
1242.
helpful, but not required. Appcellent opportunity because City Park. Gas heat,
Prompt service.
'
perience. Paducah. KY, 898/319174
outside
the land is highly productive fireplace,
ly at Calloway County Board of Wanted by private person; 7 to 20. Sports Equipment
All work guaranteed. Air- 3873 or 443-7365.
workshop, large
Education, 2110 College Farm 30 acres of land with timber,
and
the
house
is
sound.
New
conditioning; appliance repair; Refrigeration,- air-conditioning,
pasture, and tillable, suitable Ladies set of golf irons, Walter 33. Rooms for Rent
Road.
MURRAY CALLO WAY
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings. backyard stone patio
plumbing. Experienced. Call and electrical repairs. Bob's
for livestock, with a 3 bedroom, Hogen, like new. Also set of Furnished room for rent, one
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres adds up to year-round
COUNTY
REALTY
Earn $50.00/bonder securing, 2 bath newer house preferred. mens irons. Call 753-6760 block from MSU. Living room.
753-8950
Refrigeration Service, Hazel,
comfort
and
convetendable,
2
in
timber.
0021753-8146
stuffing Envelopes. Free Will consider land with no after 5 pm.
kitchen, and laundry facilities
Atchisons Painting Service, in- KY. 498-8370.
304 N. 12th St.
Homeplace and buildings oc- nience for you! Mid
details, reply: Homeworkers- house. Call 759-1339 after 5
Wall-to-wall carpet. Boys only
Murray. Ky. 42071
terior and exterior, paperhangcupy about 2 acres. Call 753- $30's, VACANT22. Musical
S12Y, Box 94485, Schaum- pm.
$55 per month. Call 759-4538.
ing. Also general house repair.
1492 at Century 21 Loretta IMMEDIATE
COURTNEY SMALL
burg, IL 60194.
Free estimates. References furJobs, Realtors and let us show POSSF-SSION.
ENGINE REPAIR
Room for rent, one block from
SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
Business Opportunity! One you this farm today Located
nished. All work guaranteed.
Need full time bookkeeper with Want to buy tie timber and
Mowers. Tillers Choinsows
University. Call 753-1812 or
SALE Wanted: Responsible
Stop--gas, restaurant, grocery, Lynn Grove area.
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
part time clerical duties. Apply veneering. Call 753-5592.
Fast Service
COUNTRY
Guoronteed
759-4909.
party to take over piano. Can
ice cream parlor, ice dispenserin person, Murray Cash & Carry,
work. Will pickup and deliver
GENERAL
be seen locally. Writs Mr.
ALEXANDER
SEPTIC
TANK
=Ng
Rent
Houses
For
34.
--This profitable business could
753-4564,
Wanted: A used Coke or Pepsi
206 North 4th St.
Poems, Boo 327, Carlyle,
STORE
HERE'S
CLEANING. Vacuum cleaned
YOUR
machine. Call after 800 pm,
Illinois 62231.
Four bedroom, unfurnished be yours. For further informaLarge brick building
from your driveway. Industrial
CHANCE to own a
c ona s
as an
753-9059.
Stop! For all your repair needs,
house, 3 miles from Murray, tion call 753-1492. Century 21
and city block of propart of Mother Nature
or residential 753-5933.
opening
for
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
an
$220. Available late August. Loretta Jobs Realtors.
perty for sale. Many
Articles
15.
For
without being out a lot
Sale
Bill's Janitorial Service. Custom and electrical work. Look No
Assistant Manager.
Alto Sax, $200 Call 753-1646 Call 753-9981.
2 Bedroom mobile home
contents of turn-of-theof cash!! 23 rolling
CARPET CLEANING. Also More, Call Joe 753-9226 after
Fast food experience
acres on Gravescentury store go with
Two riding lawn mower, first Gulbransen upright piano, full Modern 2 bedroom home in located on Locust Drive, lust
houses, offices, commercial 4 pm. We'll do your job large or
desired, would train
Marshall County line
sale. Ideal for
$100 buys pair. 759-4573 after size, $150. Call 436-2280.
county, newly redecorated. off KY 280 (Pottertown Road)
businesses. Call 753-9736.
small. All work done to your
someone with manager
near
Elementary
East
School
just north of Hwy. 80.
6 pm.
restaurant or any
New and used Baldwin piano references and deposit re- Nicely
Barn painting. Tops or sides satisfaction.
landscaped ki acre lot
experience. McDonald'
Road frontage on East
retail business inand organs, Lonardo Piano Co., quired. Call 435-4335.
Free estimates. 759-1987.
This can be purchased for only
TREE WORK, complete
and West side with two
offers paid vacations,
cluding its present
across from the Post Office, Three 2 bedroom houses in $3,500
Paperback books for
and assume a 10.5%
building sites. TobacBon
paid insurance, meals,
HOME IMPROVEMENT removal, topping, or pruning.
continued
Paris, TN.
use
as
New Providence, 8 miles mortgage on balance. Imco base and barn. Only
sale at 1/7 off regular
means quality and integrity in Experienced. Reasonable rates.
uniforms. Apply in pergeneral store. 30's.
southeast of Murray Married mediate possession. John C
$18,500.
prke. Call 753-6173 24. Miscellaneous
all your building needs. Call Call 753-0211.
son, 107 N. 12th
couples only, no pets Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
753-4501.
after 6 p.m.
Chimneys, all full triple wall References and deposit reWe will pour concrete. Quality
Street, Murray, KY.
45. Farms For Sale
JOHN SMITH
Sycamore, 753-0101 or 7,53pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", quired. Call 492-8594.
work. Experienced. Call 753Clint
and
Dave's
Odd
Jobs
Will
7531.
Nine acres of land with new
529.99, 8", 541.99. Walllin
1308 or 759-1270.
do
odd
jobs,
including
trimmFor
36.
Rent
Lease
Or
well and septic tank, in
Hardware, Paris.
ing and cutting down trees, Will do plumbing, airCalloway county. $10.000 Call
PUBLIC NOTICE
carpentry, construction, and conditioning, painting, carpenFive banquet type folding Two bedroom unfurnished
856-3975.
yard work. Free estimates, low try, concrete, and roofing. 753tables for sale. 96x30x29", duplex apartment. Call 753THE MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM IS ACCEPTING
pm.
after
8067
5
46.
Homes
For Sale
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut 2211 or 753-9600.
heathertone beige top, like
APPLICATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL GAS SERVICE UNDER
new, used one time. Call after 38. Pets-Supplies
753-7411
One story frame house. 6 Street, Murray, anytime.
THE PROVISIONS OF A CONTROLI.ED RESIDENTIAL ATWill haul driveway white rock
AROUND THE CLOCK
5 pm, 759-1140.
rooms. Phone 753-6571.
AKC registered Chesapeake
TACHMENT PLAN. PERSONS DESIRING TO APPLY FOR
and Ag lime, also have any type
Come in if you need
New Ben Franklin stove, all Retriever. Male, 5 months old
of brown or white pea gravel
SERVICE MAY PICK UP AN APPLICATION AT THE
Two bedroom frame house, all
passports, I D's, or
Workshops, body shops, clea
cast iron, 24" opening. In- Call 759-4663.
Also do backhoe work. Call
appliances, wood burning
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM ENGINEERING OFFICE
NEAR DOWNTOWN
resumes.
One
day
serup
shops.
whatever
or
the
cludes brass balls and grate, AKC registered Poodle
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
stove, in city. Cheap! Call 753ON ANDRUS DRIVE, MURRAY, KENTUCKY. ADInvestment opportuni- need, there
puppies.
vice
are 10 individual 9785 work or 753-8404. Ask
5150. Call 436-2280.
753-6763.
One male, one female. $40 and
DITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED BY
ty with this large older
buildings
2
bays
large
in
with
CARTER STUDIO
Order your custom cut, dry $45. Call 436-2745.
Will do light hauling. Call 753home near downtown. 6400 square feet. Located on for Mike.
CALLING 753-5626.
304 Main
7 5 3 8798
seasoned firewood now for next Basic and Advanced dog obe8119 or 436-2455 or 753Excellent room ar- North 16th Street, lust outside
FOR SALE
winter. Call 436-2758.
9337.
rangement for profes- city limits with 225 feet of
dience classes. All breeds
BY OWNER
Concrete and block work Block
sional offices or apart- frontage. These buildings are
One acre of dark fired tobacco ages. Professional instructor...
INVITATION TO BID
Wet basement? We make wet
Small farm house, 1' 2
garages,
basements,
driveways,
ments. Also garage
for sale. Call 753-0281 or 753- 436-2858.
like new and are in excellent
walks, patios, steps, free basements dry, work completeacre
land.
The Calloway County Board of Education is asking
Good
garden
apartment
3291.
behind
condition Complete with airWanted: Female German
estimates. Charles Barnett, ly guarenteed. Call or write
for bids on school pictures for the 1980-81 school
and flower bed area.
main home included in
compressor and toilet facilities.
Morgan Construction Co.,
Slabs for sale, Melvin Decker Shepherd to be bred to male
753-5476
year.
Sell
for 520,000. Call
They are presently rented and
package. Price now
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
Saw Mill, Big Sandy, TN. (901) Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
753-7364.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call KY 42001. or call day or night,
produce good monthly income.
only $45,000. Owner
474-2346.
593-5230.
Board of Education office building, 211 0 College Form
Sears, 753-2310 for free • 1-442-7026.
Call Spann Realty Associates
financing available.
Road, Murray, Kentucky and interested bidders may
Motorcycles
41.
Public Sale
27. Mobile Home Sales
estimate for your needs.
for more details. 753-7724
57. Wanted
obtain the necessary forms there.
1976 Honda Gold Ring 1000. Guttering by Sears. Sears conOne 12x60 and one 10x55. Call Four party yard and basement
CONVENIENT
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Board of
Fully
dressed.
753-5923.
sale!
Thursday
and
Brandon
Friday,
7
Dill,
til
753-9104
tinous gutters installed per Two adult women want to
or 753LOCATION
Education office, 2110 College Farm Rood, Murray,
share nice house, one block
5, 509 Chestnut. Set of golf
1551.
Roomy 3 or 4 bedroom
1977 Kawasaki 100 trail bike, your specifications. Call Sears
Kentucky, on or before 1:30 August 11, 1980. The
from M$U Prefer upper level
home on Olive Street.
Star 12x60, 4 bedrooms, clubs and bowling ball.
gloo
86d6.condition, 5175. Call 759- 753-2310 for free estimate.
board reserves the right to reject any or all bids and
student, faculity, or profeswasher and dryer, dishwasher, Three party yard sale! Rotor
Economic gas heat,
waive any irregularities in bidding.
Insulation blown in by Sears, sional person Private bath and
freezer, refrigerator, stove, fur- tiller, garden tools, Harlequin
central electric coolsave
on
these
high
heating and entrance. Available early
1974 175 Yamaha, new clutch,
niture, patio 12x20, shed books, metal detector, nicing, large backyard
new motor, $300. Call 492- cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- August. Call Rebekah 753-8325
10)02, skirtings and tie downs. nacs, and household items.
patio with gas grill,
2310
for
free
estimate.
8696.
8-4 or after 5. 753-6577.
Murray Head Start is now accepting
Highway 641 North near DexCall 753-8539.
and excellent location
COUNTRY CHARM
Yamaha 650 Special II, in mint
ter. Starts at 830 til ?. Satur
19/1
Wheeler,
12x50,
applications
2
for
close
to
library,
a
city
Bus
Real peace and quiet
condition, $1700. Call 753bedroom, gas heat and central day. August 9th.
NORNBICKLE BARBER SNOP
schools, hospital,
in this 2 bedroom brick
Driver/Classroom Aide position. Ap7.
121.
air, $5,500. 437-4540.
Yard sale, moving sale! Fursee Welaset Street
stores, parks and the
home on lovely tree
plications are available at the Murray
49 Used Cars
NEW OFFICE BOORS:
Closed All Day Wed
28. Mob. Home Rents niture, refrigerator, stereo, nic- university. Offered in
shaded lot. Approxnacs. dishes, end clothes size 5
Monday-Friday 730-Noon
the $50's. PRICED
Saturday 7.30 Ill 5.00
imately 7 acres, inCity Schools Superintendents' Office,
Fo ad.sale: Very nice 1974
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in and 7
Wednesday and
Ps-Ice of
REDUCED. FAST
cluding several farm
Firebird. 1803 College Farm
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
9th and Poplar. The deadline for apThursday, 8 til ?, 417 South
NAME $1.23
POSSESSION.
Road
buildings and 2 stock
PIKE SNARE 75•
Trailers
for
couples
only.
rent,
10th.
ler *wee.
•eseeo Coio peerCd 153-1/115 eeo deo•dowse
plications is August 13, 1980. Murray
Acreage
barns.
For sale. 1975 Oldsmobile staVeen Peek'ewes
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
suitable for horses of
Head Start is an Equal Opportunity Emtionwagon, good condition. Call
Trailer Court.
cattle. Price reduced
753-1463 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom trailer for rent.
ployer.
$53,000.
to
1976 Monte Carlo. extra clean.
References required. 753stereo,
36r6oan. Call 753-6802
o e4reo,-5
36 ma
0065.
PRICED TO
Trailer for rent on private lot.
ENTICE
WE CONTROL
3/10 miles from city limits.
1977 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser
This Gatesboro home
Call 753-2900, Tucker T.V.
TERMITES
wagon, local, one owner Low
has everything for
Sales.
Also beeselteld, lawn indoors end eertiloors
mileage, 9 passenger, extra
comfortable, conveThis attractive brick home is located on a choice corend
clean. Air, power steering and
Two bedroom mobile home,
living.
family
nient
ner
lot
on
Doran Road. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Trees
brakes. AM-FM radio, tilt
$150 per month plus deposit
outstanding
Many
foyer, living room, dining room, kitchen and den. Cenwheel, cruise, wire wheels. Call
FOR DEPENDABLE
Phone 753-9290 or 4892/61
include
heat
features
llontstlfelly Intsdscapotl throe bedrooms brick hem*
tral gas heat. Air conditioning, stove, refrigerator,
753-1323 or see at Kentucky
Professi•eol Pest Controlpump, large and lovewith 2 baths, living ream Moine roan combinnties
30. Business Rental
dishwasher and disposal. Newly deu,,uted throughout.
Oil Co. South 4th St.
Lake
ly fireplace in den,
specie's, fondly room with fireplace butilt-lo khReasonably priced in the 540s. Call
1979 VW Dasher Diesel stationspacious 2-car garage,
ans with dielowewher and garbage Asposal wad
wagon, excellent condition.
3 bedrooms, 24 baths,
r•Mgerathr. Partially Neared attic peed ter
AM-FM
radio,
stereo.
tape,
airtastefully tlecorated
Termites You spend thousands of dollars fort horn, but never think
storage. two car garage with centre% doable
conditioned,
deluxe
model
througout. Let us
Stwege Spec.
about termites - they couse the most damage next to fire Have
driveway. Cootral heat sad air. Located is mice
Call 767-4255
,
describe this imyour horns treated now! 753-3914, Kellny's Termite EL Pest ConRost
naigltherlieed moor Murray Nigh as 1712 PlainFfbr
753-0101
or
753-7531
trol 100 South 13tis Street. Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience
1976 Vega. automatic, new
pressive home to youi
view Or. Low Mrs. For mere
for on appointment
Home owned and operated
call 753753-47M
battery, clean $1200 Call
Upper $030's.
136-2506

n

Ceki•ON,

vaP

1

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control, Inc.

John C. Neubauer,
Realtor

I
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Deaths & Funerals 1

J. R. Hargrove Is
Dead At Age Of 60;
Funeral Is Friday

Phyllis Askes That Husband
Be Speaker At Convention

Rites Are Today
For C. L Sparks

heading had to deal with the matter."
WASHINGTON (AP) - report, under the
Mrs. Brown, in a statement
Chutzpah,"
-Fried
"Kentucky
a
wrote
Brown
George
Phyllis
today, said she was disappart:
in
said
urgCarter
letter to President
"Jimmy Carter wooed Gov. pointed her letter had been
ing him to select her husband,
Mrs. John Y. Brown of publicized.
and
Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown
"Rosalynn and Jimmy are
presidential
Jr., as the keynote speaker at Kentucky into a
dear friends of mine and on
invitations
with
endorsement
next week's Democratic Naeven offer- several occasions I have writtional Convention, Newsweek to the White House,
ing them the opportunity to ten them personal handwritmagazine reports.
Bedroom. ten notes and they have done
The magazine says in this sleep in the Lincoln
apparently the same,"she said.
week's issue that Mrs. Then Mrs. Brown
"Of course, I'm very supon bigger
Brown's note earlier this sum- set her sights
portive of my husband. I'm his
things....
"that
president
the
told
mer
"The sophisticated (Carter) biggest fan," the statement
key Carter lieutenants had
operatives were a bit said.
political
he
that
husband
promised her
"I'm just disappointed that
by Mrs. Brown's
stunned
All KENTUCKY CITY — Murray's All Kentucky City representative, David Graham,
the
would be asked to give
what was intended as a perby the
sponsored
'It's
seminar
t
chutzpah.
Developmen
-fried
Community
Kentucky
a
at
shown
is
right,
from
second
keynote address...and that the
couple of sonal and confidential note to
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. Others pictured are Dark Stewart, left, Lexington,
president had an obligation to a long way from a
to a the president was made
invitations
KenAll
state
House
n,
White
Elizabethtow
follow through."
past state chairman; Mary Jo Young, second from left,
public."
Dale Sights of Henderson, keynote speech,' says one who
tucky City chairman; and David Burch, right, Owensboro, district chairman.
who has close ties with Carter,
acknowledges that Mrs.
Brown wrote a letter to the
president but says he has no
knowledge that it demanded a
spot for the governor as
keynote speaker.
"Frank Moore of the White
wages, clothing and toiletries.
MULDRAUGH,Ky.( AP) —
House staff told me it was a Many residents of Muldraugh
He said some people submitCounty
of
-Adair
charge
in
was
Columbia
Perkins
the
and
Murray's All Kentucky City
very nice, tasteful letter in wore big smiles as they filed ted what he considered inand
for
Commerce
development
of
community
David Chamber
representative
which she offered the gover- out of City hall clutching min- flated claims for the cost of
Kentucky Utilities in Car- nor's and her assistance in the
Graham, recently attended a District Four Chairman.
staying with relatives during
tgreen checks in their hands.
Funeral services for 0. T.
meeting
the
was
Participants at
rollton. Also on the panel
Community Development
campaign," said Sights.
the evacuation.
The
checks
represented
Paschall of 410 Sycamore
g
Charlie Deaton, vice president
Seminar sponsored by the reviewed the award-winnin
"Being a proud wife, I
One unusual claim came
from the Illinois
Street, Murray, will be held
of Com- All Kentucky City community of community for the State understand she pointed out the compensation
Chamber
Kentucky
Central Gulf Railroad for the from a man who said his
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
Colat
projects
Commerce.
of
development
Chamber
conBrown
was
seminar
Gov.
The
merce.
benefits that
time that residents spent liv- pedigreed dog was so frightenchapel of the Blalock-Coleman
campaign,"
ducted by state chairwoman, umbia, Bardstown, HodgenMurray will enter the All could bring to the
ing out of a high school gym- ed by the derailment and ensuFuneral Home with the Rev.
Questions
Radcliff.
and
ville
of
Young
Jo
Mary
he said. "But I didn't see the
nasium, or a tent, or with ing explosion that it died.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
communaSty Kentucky City program for letter."
concerning
Elizabethtown.
Mason said he came to an
friends,for nearly a week.
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
development and local par- the first time. RepresenThe Browns were in Denver
"amicable agreement" with
will develop the
tatives
persons
Music will be by Annie Nance
2,000
than
community
More
in
representicipation
the
Welcomign
Governors'
necessary exhibits of com- for the National
after an ICG the owner.
and Bobbie Burkeen.
tatives was Dave Burch,South development projects were
Association conference and were evacuated
Muldraugh Mayor Bert
July
Active pallbearers will be Central Bell, Owensboro, and addressed to the panel of com- munity progress to be
derailed
train
chemical
not be reached for comwatched the proWatts
July
Ben Nix, Vernon Nance, past State Chairman of the Op- munity development experts presented to the All Kentucky could
out
burned
fires
26. The
ceedings.
Wallace Lassiter, Johnny Orr, portunity for Progress Pro- which included Dave Burch, City panel in March. Persons ment.
explosives
used
after crews
Sights said he also sug- 30
"Legally, it's between them
Jack Foley, James Harmon, gram, a community develop- Dan Stewart and John desiring to work on Murray's
puncture the tankers and
to the White House to
gested
(the residents) and the
are
project
City
Jake
All
Kentucky
and
Moody,
Gordon
fire.
the
speed
ment program of the Ken- Perkins.
that
several months ago
railroad," he said. "But I
Honorary tucky Chamber of Commerce.
Barnett.
Stewart is in charge of com- asked to contact Debbie Haley Brow?, as keynote speaker,
Representatives of the want to make sure they get a
pallbearers will be members Also on the program was munity development for Ken- at the Chamber of Commerce
ofspecial
a
opened
"would be an asset in that spot railroad
fair shake."
Crusaders Sunday Mary Allender, presicka1
tucky Utilities in Lexington, Office.
and the White House became fice Monday to hear the
He said the city will file a
School Class, Theron Riley,
ICG's
claims and J.C. Mason,
interested."
claim also, and that the
teacher, of the First Baptist
He said the president chief claims agent, said, railroad has informally
The funeral for Charlie Kim- Church. Burial will follow in
thought Brown would be an "We'll be here as long as agreedlo pay it.
Cemetery.
Grove
Oak
at
the
Wednesday
bro will be held
appropriate keynote speaker we're needed."
He did not say how much the
Friends may call at the
2 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Mason declined to say how city's claim would be. It will
but had to make "a purely
home.
funeral
with
Home
• Churchill Funeral
political decision" and pick many claims were made Mon- include overtime, food and
Mr. Paschall, 68, was pro.•`• the Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the
Rep. Morris Udall, D-Ariz., a day or how much was paid out. gasoline for city officials.
the
at
arrival
on
dead
Jack Jones officiating. nounced
Mason said the claims prosupporter of Sen. Edformer
The residents, meanwhile,
colorits
County
with
tent
sight of the
next year.
Burial will follow in the Mur- Murray-Calloway
By TAMARA JONES
now says cess is expected to take had different reactions to the
who
Kennedy
ward
the
and
7:50
Hospital on Sunday at
The three say the tent will ful placards out front
Associated Press Writer
'ray Memorial Gardens.
businesses
with
several days,
he is neutral.
handling of their claims.
Friends may call at the p.m. He is survived by his
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — be a summer fixture from now sound of booming organ music
Sights said Brown may still presenting their claims after
Wanda Hask came out of Ciwife, Mrs. Novie Orr Paschall, Brakes screech and horns on. While traditionally such has wooed more than one
funeral home.
been
appear as a convention those of residents have
ty Hall smiling, with a check
Dallas
June
in
said.
Mrs.
up
he
go
often
passerby,
sister,
"will
one
tents
and
Mondied
84,
rumKimbro,
trucks
and
Mr.
honk as cars
dealt with.
for $208.
Barrels of food are given speaker.
day at 10:20 a.m. at the Lassiter, Cottage Grove, ble past. Boys in a nearby and not come down till
The biggest claims were for
"We're working on it," he
Yvonne Lee, who received
with
service,
summera
,"
each
after
Thanksgiving
Tenn.
away
County
-Calloway
Murray
parking lot play demolition
lodging, Mason said,and other $255, said, "I did feel pretty
said.
on
needy
the
keep
to
to
best
offered
is
run
clothes
only
Cora
Mrs.
Hospital. His wife:
derby with a rusty shopping
The Newsweek magazine items included food, lost good — I got back what I
interested, Wednesdays and free Bibles to
E. Thompson Kimbro, died
cart, and a teenager at a bus Californians
spent. That's more than I had
meetings,
12
•
said.
attending
Mills
anyone
Spaulding
Dec. 3, 1972. He was a member
stop turns up an already blar--asked for."
"There's so much to do out Mills said.
of the Locust Grove Baptist
ing radio.
Mary Fogle received $220,
a
"People of all faiths, of all
Final rites for Burr Waldrop
Church.
A mighty man's voice cuts here," he said. "If it wasn't
including kennel bills for her
said.
He is survived by two were held Monday at 10 a.m. through the Saturday night din novelty, if people saw the tent types, come in," he
three cats.
here all the time, they'd just "There's a breeze blowing
daughters, Miss Merle Kim- at the gravesite at the Murray with a single word:
"They were very nice, very
charge of public intoxication
about the tent and they enjoy
say 'So what?"
By The Associated Press
bro, Murray Route 5, and Mrs. City Cemetery with Henry
"Hallelujah!"
of
had polite, and eager to handle
instead
brothers
here,
a
said
both
sitting
that
officiating.
is
marvelous,"
their
"This
just
and
Hargis
lost
Springs,
Fe
Kentuckians
Santa
Three
comword
Brown,
Joe
It is an unlikely
these claims," she said,
Pallbearers were Dwight ing from an unlikely source — white-haired grandmother with all those stuffed shirts in lives during the weekend in been drinking.
Cal.; three sons — Edmon of
though she added she had
CunAsa
Burkeen,
quoted
meeting
Graves
revival
report
church."
first
her
of
McDowell,
a
The
after
Raymon
accidents.
elated
Tenn.,
water-r
Oak Ridge,
a huge tent pitched on a corner
hoped for compensation for
was
Wilson,
and
brother
to
his
brothers
Roger
been
and
types,
haven't
saying
"I
All
tent.
as
CounMonty
the
in
cliff
Murray
Warren
of
-year-old
A 28
Paducah, and Euel
in the heart of Pasadena, a
to her garden.
damage
the
the
Shea
From
across
types.
Des
Murdock,
since
all
Not
half-way
years.
sisters,
25
in
Creek
Thomas
Mrs.
one
about
tian died in Drakes
Route 4; one sister,
suburb known for its Rose
of
Marmutcomplained
women
McCallon,
and
he
old
pomp
All
the
when
Randy
hatand-gloves
Moines.
Sykes,
river
south of Bowling Green.
Walter Millikan, Taylor,
Bowl,smog and "old money."
Sheriff's officers said Bill being tired, and he went under
Mich.; eight grandchildren; vin Holland, Charles Burkeen,
And, this summer, for its ceremony is missing and peo- tering soft "Amens" to squirgigglto
McCallon,
given
themselves.
Rob
ming children
ple are just
Dennis, 28, Warren County, seconds later.
19 great grandchildren; one Kent Miller,
traveling salvation show.
ing. Up front, a scraggly- died Sunday in Drakes Creek
The third victim was a
Joe Stonecipher, Wess Fulton, ''''"The brown tent with its por- Always did love them."
great great grandchild.
A native of Indianapolis, bearded eccentric in white south of Bowling Green.
Clovis Olive, and Virgil table pulpit is straight from
Berea man who drowned in
Subscribers who have not
love robes and purple headband
Clayton.
He went to the creek to the Kentucky River at Clay's
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James Rayburn Hargrove
of Fox Meadows, Murray,
died today at 6,15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 60 years of
age and was preceded in death
by his wife, Mrs. Helen
Berkley Hargrove, on July 7 of
this year.
Mr. Hargrove retired as a
Master Sergeant with the U.S.
Army in 1960 after serving for
21 years. A member c' the
Grace Baptist Church, he had
been in poor health for
sometime.
Survivors include one
daughter, Ms. Sandra
Hargrove, Augusta, Ga.; two
sons, Joseph Hargrove,
Spokane, Wash., and Charles
Edward Hargrove, Murray
Route 7; three sisters — Mrs.
Pete (Dahlie ) Clark and Mrs.
James ( Arveda 1 Elder,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Johnny
(Imalee ) Wilson, Phoenix,
Ariz.; three brothers — Darrell and Alton Hargrove,
Phoenix, Ariz., and T. C.
Hargrove, Murray Route 1;
two grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Friday at 10 a.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J. Burnie officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens- with full
military rites at the grave by a
unit from Fort Campbell.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 12 noon on
Wednesday.

The funeral for Charlie L.
Sparks of 609 Ellis Dnve, Murray, is being held today at I
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. Providing the
music is the choir of the Grace
Baptist Church with Leland
Peeler as director and Dwane
Jones as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Mason, Joe, Max, and Joseph
Canady, Layman Peeler, and
Allen Bucy. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Sparks,80, died Monday
at 6:40 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Vera Canady Sparks; two
sons, Charles Sparks, Lexington, and Q. J. Sparks,
Chicago, Ill.; five grandchildren; one great grandchild.
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MHS Band Boosters
To Hold Rummage
Sale Aug. 8,9
C20-PICK-IIP Ins
standard shift,
rails,
Blue with side
miles.
radio, 63,000
$100.00
keep That Great GM 10ev, 0ot, Genuine CrIkt Ports

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641 South
1
"
AWN mit indlir-ailloy 41/

2617
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Friday and Saturday. Aug. 8
and 9, the Murray High Band
Boosters will hold a rummage
sale from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on
the lawn of Murray Middle
School.
Donations to the rummage
sale will be collected from 4
until 8 p.m. on Aug. Ii and 7 at
the Middle School.
Anyone wishing to donate a
large, working appliance or
pieces of furniture should call
Arvin Crafton, 753-8408 or
Lewis Beyer, 753-8731, to arrange pickup of the larger
items.
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lb 58.3044.00; yield grade 1-3 1100-2080 lb
52.00-56 75;
Feeder steers medium frame I 300-400
lb 75 5041.25. 400500 lb 74.75-80.00 a
couple to 82 00, 500-840 lb 71 75-79 OD, a
few to 80 25.040-709 lb 70 75-73.60.753110
lb 65.5049 50; medium frame 2380-500 lb
99.00-7475. 540.709 lb 63 30-70 75; large
frame 2 moatly holstein. 400400 lb mostly 5000.0520,000-735 lb 54.5058.50,
Heifers medium frame 1 300.500 lb
65 50-70 50. 50-715 lb 64 0048.75 including 42 head 55 lb 9720; medium
frame 2 340.640 lb 59 004550, 500400 lb
57 00-65 50. large frame 2 13 head 736 lb
5635,
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I-3 170-55 le 41.01141.511. MIMS dawn te
3700, mows fully steady; US 1-1 300450 lb
311.041100; 00400 lb 211.00-40.00; 500400
lb 40 004153, a few 11 41 43; US 14 MO
400 lb 36.1547,75, boars over MO mostly
33 00-14 25:
Sheep 5; represented slaughter
lamb. steady; • package choice and
prtme slaugMer Wares 1111 lb wooled
61 00
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Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
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Advsvbvng Funds Provtd•d by
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Adults—$3.00
Children—$2.00
Under 6—FREE
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Tickets can he persimmon the night et the
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